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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Background: Stoping in Granitic Plutons  
 For over a century, magmatic stoping (Daly, 1903) has been a commonly cited 
pluton emplacement process.  Yet, its relative importance and even existence remains 
highly debated (compare Daly, 1933; Marsh, 1982; Clarke et al., 1998; Yoshinobu et al., 
2003; with Tikoff et al., 1999; Glazner et al., 2004; Glazner and Bartley, in press).  
Stoping allows magma to ascend by vertical mass transfer.  Country rock blocks are 
detached from overhead and sink through the rising magma, a process that is only 
possible when magmas are relatively melt-rich and capable of flow.  Growing consensus 
suggests, however, that many plutons are emplaced incrementally over time by assembly 
of intrusive pulses (e.g. Wiebe and Collins, 1998; Miller and Miller, 2002; Coleman et 
al., 2004; Glazner et al., 2004; Walker et al., in revision).  For incrementally emplaced 
plutons, stoped blocks may only experience displacement through the portions of an 
intrusion that are molten at any given time, which may be as thin as the thickness of an 
individual intrusive sheet (Glazner and Bartley, in press).  Skepticism about stoping as a 
major process also arises from the apparent lack of accumulation zones of country rock 
blocks.  In examples where stoping is cited as an important emplacement process, 
xenoliths typically only make up a few percent of the exposed pluton (e.g. Daly, 1933; 
Pitcher and Berger, 1972; Peterson et al., 1996; Fowler and Paterson, 1997; Pinotti et al., 
2002; Yoshinobu et al., 2003). It is commonly inferred that the remaining blocks have 
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sunk to deeper, unexposed levels of the pluton (e.g. Daly, 1933; Marsh, 1982; Peterson et 
al., 1996) where accumulation zones of blocks (or “elephant graveyards,” Clarke et al., 
1998) would be present.  But in examples where pluton floors are described (e.g. 
Rosenberg et al., 1995; Wiebe and Collins, 1998; Brown and McClelland, 2000; Bartley 
et al., 2001; Miller and Miller, 2002) they lack accumulation zones of blocks.  Though 
these zones have been observed locally (e.g. Jackass Lakes Pluton has local block 
abundance >60% of exposure (Lady Lake and Stanford Lake basins) Wolak et al., 2004), 
they have not been on scales large enough to accommodate the volumes of space required 
for pluton emplacement.  The other possible explanation for the apparent absence of 
accumulated blocks is that they have been completely assimilated by the host magma 
through mechanical disaggregation (e.g. thermal stress fracturing) and chemical 
assimilation (dissolution and/or partial melting) processes (Clarke et al., 1998; Paterson 
and Okaya, 1999; Barnes et al., 2004; Dumond et al. 2005).  This has been reported to 
leave geochemical variations within the host rocks that may indicate the past existence of 
stoped blocks (e.g. Sausfjellet Pluton, Norway; Barnes et al., 2004). 
 Nonetheless, xenoliths of variable sizes and abundances are present in nearly all 
igneous bodies.  So what do these xenoliths represent and how do they become 
incorporated into magmas?  There are three basic origins of xenoliths: (1) They are 
carried up from depth, but this only accounts for smaller xenoliths.  (2) They are locally 
derived from the surrounding country rock and have been displaced by stoping. (3) They 
are in situ bodies of wall rock, or screens (Bartley and Glazner, 1998; Bartley et al., 
2001), which separate discrete intrusions or portions of a pluton (e.g. May Lake 
interpluton screen, Taylor et al., 2001, Taylor, 2004; Cardinal Mountain screen, Sierra 
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Nevada Batholith, Bartley et al., 2001).  Screens are panels of in situ wall rock that are 
isolated by successive intrusive events.  A screen could essentially represent the roof of 
one intrusion and the floor of another.  Bartley and Glazner (1998) state that screens 
nearly everywhere separate plutons of different ages and are rarely within a single 
intrusion.   
 In this paper we describe horizons in the Searchlight pluton that contain abundant, 
giant xenolith blocks.  These horizons have been previously suggested to have formed 
during roof collapse events (Bachl et al., 2001).  Based on geological mapping and field 
relations, U-Pb geochronology, and physical modeling of stoping we reassess the origin 
of the Searchlight block horizon and its significance in terms of pluton emplacement.  We 
then go on to discuss block transport through magmas. 
 
The Searchlight Pluton: Previous Work 
 The Searchlight pluton is a steeply tilted, 10 km thick Miocene intrusion, located 
in the southern Eldorado Mountains and northern tip of the Newberry Mountains, in 
southern Nevada (Faulds et al., 1990; Bachl et al., 2001).  These ranges lie within the 
Colorado River extensional corridor (Figure 1), which is a 50-100 km wide region along 
the eastern margin of the Basin and Range province that experienced moderate to 
extreme Miocene extension (Howard and John, 1987; Faulds et al., 1990, 1992, 1995, 
2001).  Domino-style rotation of large fault blocks during extension has exposed thick 
crustal sections which include large plutonic complexes, some of which are exposed roof 
to floor (e.g. Searchlight and Aztec Wash plutons, Miller and Miller, 2002; and Mt. 
Perkins pluton, Faulds et al., 1995).  Paleomagnetic data, dips of overlying sedimentary 
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Figure 1.  Southernmost Nevada and adjacent Arizona and California, with locations of 
Searchlight and other Miocene plutons in the Coloradao River Extensional Corridor.  Mio-
cene plutons:  1-Boulder City; 2-Nelson; 3-Aztec Wash; 4-Searchlight; 6-Sirit Mountain 
batholith; 7-Sacramento; 8-Mt. Perkins.  5 is a Cretaceous White Rock Wash pluton.  
LVVSZ-Las Vegas Valley shear zone; LMSZ-Lake Mead shear zone.  Select towns shown 
for reference.
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and volcanic rocks (westward 50° to 90°), 30° to 40° eastward dips of the initially near 
vertical Eldorado dike swarm, and hornblende barometry all suggest uniform westward 
tilting of 50°-90° (Faulds et al., 1992, 1998; Ruppert and Faulds, 1998; Ruppert, 1999; 
Bachl et al., 2001). 
 The pluton is vertically stratified into three major units; the upper Searchlight 
(USL), middle Searchlight (MSL), and lower Searchlight (LSL) units (Figures 2 and 3).  
The USL is a 2 km thick fine grained quartz monzonite (63-71 wt% SiO2) that coarsens 
progressively downward from fine-grained (<1 mm) equigranular rock and porphyry near 
the roof to a medium-grained equigranular to porphyritic rock with K-feldspar 
phenocrysts >5 mm in dimension (Bachl et al., 2001).  The major minerals in modal 
percent are plagioclase (35-50 %), K-feldspar (30-50 %), quartz (8-20 %), biotite (5-15 
%), and hornblende (0-10 %).  Accessory minerals include titanomagnetite, sphene, 
apatite, allanite, and zircon.  The MSL is a 2 km thick, medium-grained, moderate to high 
silica (69-78 wt% SiO2) granite.  Dominant minerals are K-feldspar (35-45 %), 
plagioclase (20-45 %), quartz (15-30 %), and biotite (2-10 %).  Accessory minerals 
include titanomagnetite, sphene, apatite, allanite, and zircon.  K-feldspars are euhedral, 
coarse, perthitic crystals.  Tabular plagioclases commonly have oscillatory zoning.  
Quartz is interstitial.  The base of the unit locally has a weak foliation defined by 
elongated feldspars and contains sparse felsic to mafic ellipsoidal enclaves.  The LSL is a 
6 km thick coarse-grained quartz monzonite (59-70 wt% SiO2) which is slightly more 
mafic than the USL.  The mineral assemblage is the same as the USL but hornblende and 
sphene are more prominent and abundant.  The upper part of the LSL has an initially 
subhorizontal magmatic foliation that consists of a strong alignment of biotites and a 
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Figure 2.  Simplified geologic map of the Searchlight pluton, southern Eldorado Mountains, 
Nevada.
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Figure 3.  Reconstructed cross section of the Searchlight pluton.  Rectangle outlines Plate 1.  
No vertical exaggeration (Bachl et al., 2001).
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weak foliation of elongated feldspars with weakly strained quartz.  In the middle to lower 
portions of the LSL, a tectonic foliation (sub-solidus) overprints and parallels the 
magmatic foliation with highly strained ribbon quartz in the most deformed areas (Bachl 
et al., 2001).  The lower unit also has abundant ellipsoidal mafic enclaves that have an 
orientation that is subparallel to the magmatic foliation.   
 Contacts between major units are sharp at map scale but are gradational on 
centimeter to meter scale in outcrop.  The contact between the MSL and LSL is north-
northwest-striking, was initially subhorizontal, and is marked by a downward increase in 
mafic minerals that is gradational over distances of about several centimeters to 15 m.  
Mafic input to the pluton is marked by fine-grained mafic pods that range in size from 
small enclaves a few cm long to kilometer-scale pods.  The mafic pods are 
compositionally heterogeneous and locally display crenulate internal or external mafic-
felsic contacts, indicating that they were coeval with the main sequence of magma.  All 
units are cut by an array of dikes, including small undeformed aplites, east-west 
porphyritic dikes that are coeval with the upper unit (Hodge et al., 2006), large rhyolite 
dikes that are coeval with the middle unit (Hodge et al., 2006), and the Eldorado dike 
swarm, very large north-south dikes that slightly postdate solidification of the pluton 
(Bachl et al., 2001; Steinwinder et al., 2004; Hodge et al., 2006).   
 Geochemical analyses of all Searchlight samples analyzed to date are listed in 
Table 1.  Selected major element oxide and trace element concentrations of the three 
major units and associated dikes are plotted against SiO2 on Harker diagrams (Figure 4).  
The diagrams display modest but variable scatter and no obvious inflections; as expected, 
compatible elements have negative trajectories and incompatible elements are positive.  
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Unit:
Description lo-Si rhyo dike-E-W big rhyolite dike big rhyolite dike rhyolite dike hi-Si rhyo dike-E-W dike in wall, adj LSL felsic dike, LSL
Sample: KD6Z KD15-3 KD15-6 KD4 KD8Z NSL-1Z SLRM-Z
SiO2* 71.32 74.75 78.75 76.39 80.06 70.24 76.67
Al2O3 14.46 13.87 11.80 12.53 10.96 15.24 12.94
CaO 1.61 0.35 0.12 0.85 0.78 1.99 1.14
MgO 0.71 0.32 0.04 0.28 0.09 1.28 0.14
Na2O 3.55 3.39 3.60 3.64 2.90 3.92 3.23
K2O 5.35 5.68 4.99 4.80 4.48 3.86 5.03
Fe2O3
† 2.38 1.31 0.56 1.21 0.59 2.81 0.71
MnO 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.02
TiO2 0.44 0.26 0.09 0.22 0.09 0.42 0.08
P2O5 0.12 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.18 0.03
LOI 1.71 1.42 0.46 1.24 1.46 1.24 0.72
Total§ 99.77 99.64 99.63 100.50 99.97 99.87 100.05
Rb 130 164 177 130 143 135 104
Sr 287 148 56 99 76 784 311
Ba 980 1039 56 351 169 1980 1517
Cs 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.04 0.67
Ta 1.6 1.79 2.24 1.78 1.9 0.58 0.33
Nb 23.6 21.7 26.1 22.7 24.1 14.12 6.66
Tl 0.87 1.25 1.19 0.87 1.01 0.65 0.34
Pb 24 27 23 16 28 12.65 31.81
Hf 6.7 5.8 3.3 4.7 3.4 4.58 1.9
Zr 250 209 75 159 78 163.88 64.16
Y 24 17 7 15 10 11 16
Sc 4.73 2.36 1.35 2.23 1.46 4.03 2.36
Cr 4.6 < 0.5 < 0.5 4 3.3 17.5 -0.5
Co 4.8 1.5 < 0.1 2 1.2 6.9 1
Ni 4 1 < 1 2 < 1 14.76 -1
V 27 13 6 11 < 5 35 -5
Cu 7 7 2 6 64
Zn 44 36 17 26 45 64.80 28.21
Th 18 19 21.7 19.9 22.1 23.03 9.69
U 2.75 2.65 3.66 3.31 3.14 2.04 1.66
Ga 19 14 14 15 12 22.54 13.14
La 64 70.9 29.4 53.1 28.7 77.18 29.81
Ce 121 122 45.3 93 46.6 130.34 54.68
Pr 13.2 11.7 3.62 8.81 3.89 13.38 5.83
Nd 41 36 8.51 26.1 9.08 43.47 19.63
Sm 6.69 5.17 1.08 4.18 1.21 6.28 3.43
Eu 1.28 0.952 0.08 0.554 0.12 1.28 0.68
Gd 5.45 3.69 0.65 3.18 1.07 3.44 2.39
Tb 0.71 0.55 0.13 0.49 0.16 0.44 0.42
Dy 3.96 3.03 0.89 2.7 1.08 2.21 2.53
Ho 0.77 0.58 0.21 0.54 0.26 0.38 0.52
Er 2.26 1.83 0.89 1.74 0.94 1.12 1.71
Tm 0.355 0.278 0.182 0.289 0.184 0.17 0.33
Yb 2.24 1.89 1.36 1.91 1.35 1.05 2.24
Lu 0.322 0.291 0.224 0.284 0.217 0.15 0.36
Note: USL-upper unit, MSL-middle unit, LSL-lower unit, MP-mafic pod
Table 1. Whole-rock geochemistry of samples from Searchlight pluton.
Felsic Dikes (other)
* All oxides in weight percent, normalized to 100% total
† Total Fe as Fe203
Rhyolite Dikes
§Total prior to normalization
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Unit: Porphyry Dike N-S Dike Fine-grained Dike (Colton's Store)
Description dike in USL dike in MSL dike in MP dike in MP porphyry dike at pluton/roof contact N-S dike (field trip stop)
little equigran dike at Colton'
Store
Sample: SL84 SL76 GG9 SL43 KD5Z SL200Z SL201Z
SiO2* 70.45 75.89 75.74 77.35 63.39 73.04 66.22
Al2O3 14.66 12.81 13.38 12.39 15.84 13.94 15.70
CaO 1.99 1.03 0.90 0.31 4.08 1.29 3.55
MgO 1.16 0.29 0.24 0.12 3.07 0.62 1.84
Na2O 3.83 3.33 3.60 3.12 3.91 3.61 3.93
K2O 4.53 5.01 4.94 5.82 3.89 5.00 3.33
Fe2O3
† 2.70 1.32 0.99 0.77 4.67 2.01 4.33
MnO 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.04 0.06
TiO2 0.48 0.24 0.16 0.12 0.74 0.35 0.76
P2O5 0.15 0.06 0.03 0.00 0.34 0.10 0.28
LOI 1.35 0.30 0.30 0.35 1.13 1.24 2.39
Total§ 100.50 100.30 99.84 100.40 99.55 99.71 99.18
Rb 146 193 168 124 94 157 115
Sr 470 145 149 23 1020 196 1017
Ba 1100 280 640 80 1560 582 1724
Cs 2.1 1.5 0.8 1.4
Ta 0.9 0.9 1.9 2
Nb 23 22 14 15 14.5 28.1 27.2
Tl 0.7 0.55 0.64 0.74
Pb 32 19 19 24
Hf 4.2 5.5 6.3 7.7
Zr 270 190 140 100 205 218 274
Y 26 22 22 21 16 20 22
Sc 9.01 4.24 7.55
Cr <2 76.4 13.2 27.1
Co 14.6 5.3 10.3
Ni 3 69 10 28
V 10 80 24 68
Cu 23.7 27 7 14
Zn 70 34 66
Th 27 11.4 33.1 17.2
U 3.6 2.09 4.92 3.09
Ga 15 22 20 22
La 38.9 58.7 60.8 52.2
Ce 56.7 113 113 103
Pr 4.8 12.8 11.3 11.6
Nd 13.7 44.1 33.7 38.8
Sm 1.9 7.2 5.45 6.5
Eu 0.22 1.87 0.89 1.73
Gd 1.8 5.89 4.15 5.55
Tb 0.2 0.64 0.6 0.69
Dy 1.1 3.02 3.22 3.69
Ho 0.21 0.55 0.61 0.71
Er 0.7 1.53 1.82 2
Tm 0.1 0.21 0.29 0.297
Yb 0.9 1.3 1.85 1.9
Lu 0.15 0.193 0.281 0.27
§Total prior to normalization
Note: USL-upper unit, MSL-middle unit, LSL-lower unit, MP-mafic pod
Table 1. Continued
Felsic Dikes (other)
* All oxides in weight percent, normalized to 100% total
† Total Fe as Fe203
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Unit:
Description porphyry porphyry porphyry porphyry  at pluton/roof contact porphyry gabbro, LSL MP
Sample: NMD05B NMD05C NMD05D2 NNV5 KD13 NSL-2Z GG3B
SiO2* 65.03 63.47 65.19 65.35 65.68 52.02 51.05
Al2O3 16.00 15.27 16.00 15.66 15.46 16.23 15.85
CaO 2.89 4.24 2.91 3.73 2.71 8.42 8.93
MgO 2.32 3.34 2.26 2.43 2.39 6.58 5.02
Na2O 4.48 3.65 4.45 4.06 4.14 3.76 10.04
K2O 4.03 4.22 3.98 3.31 4.18 2.45 1.82
Fe2O3
† 4.21 4.60 4.22 4.53 4.33 8.20 10.04
MnO 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.12 5.02
TiO2 0.67 0.77 0.65 0.63 0.70 1.40 2.18
P2O5 0.30 0.37 0.29 0.26 0.33 0.83 0.90
LOI 0.65 3.00 1.44 0.85
Total§ 97.69 96.69 98.15 100.20 100.00 99.68 98.93
Rb 92 102.2 91.9 66 90 69 53
Sr 1120.9 1043.5 1141.4 1010 662 2066 930
Ba 1541.6 1393.9 1502.7 730 1410 2394 1200
Cs 1.08 0.89 0.98 0.4 0.84 1.7
Ta 0.82 1.22 0.81 0.99 0.29 2
Nb 12.56 17.64 12.10 14 13.4 10.41 37
Tl 0.45 0.38 0.3
Pb 13.4 16.8 13.3 46 32.59 <2
Hf 5.57 6.46 5.37 5.6 1.69 7.9
Zr 215 255.1 212.7 209 48.95 320
Y 16.32 20.36 15.77 15 21 44
Sc 7.4 10.1 8.9 7.93 17.1
Cr 44.1 112.2 42.8 48 140 72
Co 13.9 30.5
Ni 43.9 71.3 42.8 42 92.49 46
V 78.3 85.2 76.7 79 173 260
Cu 25 7
Zn 67 98.21
Th 9.8 13.4 9.1 13.2 3.53 7.8
U 1.99 2.68 1.92 2.84 0.74 2.8
Ga 18 23.70 23
La 62.02 72.29 57.08 72.8 79.87 69.2
Ce 108.50 130.86 100.99 131 151.85 143
Pr 11.50 13.98 10.74 14.1 18.24 18
Nd 42.52 51.89 40.05 50 67.84 70.9
Sm 7.29 8.81 6.95 7.63 12.82 14.5
Eu 1.83 2.00 1.69 1.82 3.35 3.44
Gd 5.03 6.04 4.77 5.48 8.05 11.8
Tb 0.63 0.77 0.61 0.68 0.96 1.4
Dy 3.22 3.98 3.12 3.3 4.42 7.5
Ho 0.60 0.74 0.58 0.56 0.68 1.23
Er 1.51 1.91 1.43 1.65 1.73 3.3
Tm 0.21 0.27 0.20 0.23 0.21 0.4
Yb 1.30 1.63 1.24 1.45 1.29 2.6
Lu 0.20 0.24 0.18 0.207 0.18 0.36
Note: USL-upper unit, MSL-middle unit, LSL-lower unit, MP-mafic pod
* All oxides in weight percent, normalized to 100% total
† Total Fe as Fe203
§Total prior to normalization
Table 1. Continued
Porphyry Mafics
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Unit:
Description MP MP MP MP MP dike in country rock mafic dike (adjacent to porphyry)
Sample: GG8A GG20B RM5 RM15 SL35 06DSL02 KD12B
SiO2* 59.42 54.93 49.53 48.27 59.54 56.76 49.43
Al2O3 13.51 16.50 15.74 18.57 15.52 17.85 15.57
CaO 7.23 8.00 8.51 7.50 5.55 5.48 7.31
MgO 6.49 5.28 9.69 4.98 4.80 3.52 5.68
Na2O 6.06 8.48 9.88 10.82 5.91 3.68 3.12
K2O 3.31 1.49 1.64 2.68 3.35 3.20 1.94
Fe2O3
† 6.06 8.48 9.88 10.82 5.91 7.41 14.54
MnO 6.49 5.28 9.69 4.98 4.80 0.11 0.20
TiO2 0.81 1.24 1.62 2.07 0.96 1.37 1.89
P2O5 0.30 0.27 0.48 0.83 0.47 0.61 0.30
LOI 0.70 0.65 3.40 0.93 0.70 0.87 3.84
Total§ 99.57 98.37 98.30 99.57 99.00 99.19 99.54
Rb 54 42 27 62 86 90 84
Sr 665 519 663 1220 1120 1047 348
Ba 2200 580 680 1576 1400 1831 493
Cs 0.5 0.6 0.7 1.7 1.1 1
Ta 0.9 <.5 1.1 1 1.16 0.37
Nb 17 12 19 24 19 70.3 8.6
Tl 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.48 0.51
Pb 12 6 <2 13 13 19 7
Hf 4.8 3.8 5.3 6.4 11.3 4.2
Zr 190 170 220 247 280 508 170
Y 35 31 21 29 41 25 25
Sc 13.4 24.8
Cr 290 2 300 6 160 52.9 89.2
Co 20.2 54.1
Ni 120 34 180 36 97 47 95
V 120 190 170 184 130 132 330
Cu 2.1 4 58 29 3 67
Zn 42 105
Th 5.5 4.9 4.2 12 9.86 2.47
U 1.2 0.6 0.9 2.6 1.53 0.49
Ga 16 19 17 22 23 24 22
La 45.2 31.6 38.3 65.8 87.9 16.9
Ce 102 61.6 76.5 130 173 38.4
Pr 12 7.2 9.4 15 20 5.06
Nd 49.1 28.4 38.2 59.4 70.3 21.7
Sm 9.7 5.9 7.8 11.2 11.2 5.6
Eu 1.63 1.59 2.08 2.12 2.71 1.77
Gd 7.7 5.5 6.5 8.4 8.16 5.81
Tb 0.9 0.8 1.1 0.9 1.05 0.94
Dy 5.2 4.7 4.8 4.9 4.97 5.13
Ho 0.89 0.88 1.18 0.79 0.9 0.96
Er 2.4 2.7 2.7 2.2 2.57 2.64
Tm 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.353 0.371
Yb 2.1 2.3 2.4 1.8 2.24 2.3
Lu 0.28 0.34 0.58 0.24 0.322 0.33
§Total prior to normalization
Note: USL-upper unit, MSL-middle unit, LSL-lower unit, MP-mafic pod
Table 1. Continued
Mafics
* All oxides in weight percent, normalized to 100% total
† Total Fe as Fe203
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Unit:
Description MP MP MP MP MP MP MP
Sample: GG6 GG13 RM31 SL2A SL28 SL38 SL40
SiO2* 52.12 60.04 51.02 53.87 64.83 55.36 50.65
Al2O3 16.11 15.81 16.66 16.15 15.63 16.57 16.60
CaO 8.96 5.89 8.38 8.77 3.98 5.65 9.06
MgO 5.50 3.97 6.97 5.77 2.43 5.13 6.15
Na2O 10.88 7.00 8.74 8.95 4.25 8.33 9.86
K2O 0.86 2.44 2.27 1.43 3.94 3.07 1.98
Fe2O3
† 10.88 7.00 8.74 8.95 4.25 8.33 9.86
MnO 5.50 3.97 6.97 5.77 2.43 5.13 6.15
TiO2 1.76 1.04 1.36 1.23 0.66 1.62 1.70
P2O5 0.26 0.21 0.87 0.26 0.28 0.44 0.76
LOI 0.85 1.30 1.25 1.10 0.45 0.90 1.65
Total§ 98.50 98.30 98.38 99.10 99.30 98.30 98.30
Rb 14 58 70 40 82 90 48
Sr 497 367 1870 550 801 579 1050
Ba 450 860 2200 520 1300 930 1400
Cs
Ta
Nb 10 12 0 30 17 20 9
Tl
Pb
Hf
Zr 160 200 80 140 240 270 150
Y 31 35 20 10 34 31 32
Sc
Cr
Co
Ni
V
Cu
Zn
Th
U
Ga
La
Ce
Pr
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb
Dy
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb
Lu
Note: USL-upper unit, MSL-middle unit, LSL-lower unit, MP-mafic pod
* All oxides in weight percent, normalized to 100% total
† Total Fe as Fe203
§Total prior to normalization
Table 1. Continued
Mafics
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Unit:
Description Top USL  Bottom USL USL USL USL USL USL
Sample: SL63 SL69 SL3 SL20 SL56 SL57 SL73
SiO2* 63.03 70.89 62.73 62.57 67.79 71.19 63.80
Al2O3 15.71 15.00 15.68 15.56 14.84 14.64 15.85
CaO 3.75 2.10 4.37 4.43 3.04 1.48 4.09
MgO 2.87 0.70 2.91 2.97 1.63 0.83 2.69
Na2O 3.91 3.93 4.00 3.97 3.73 3.58 3.92
K2O 4.56 4.52 3.93 4.19 4.67 5.28 3.95
Fe2O3
† 4.93 2.29 5.08 5.00 3.44 2.41 4.58
MnO 0.07 0.02 0.10 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.06
TiO2 0.83 0.42 0.86 0.85 0.59 0.43 0.76
P2O5 0.34 0.13 0.34 0.39 0.23 0.12 0.30
LOI 1.15 0.65 0.80 0.60 0.60 1.10 0.80
Total§ 99.47 100.10 99.30 98.50 99.20 99.60 99.60
Rb 136 146 100 107 130 156 98
Sr 812 396 970 783 498 358 862
Ba 1200 780 1300 1200 930 880 1300
Cs 2.9 2.3
Ta 0.9 1.5
Nb 21 25 30 19 24 24 14
Tl 0.7 0.6
Pb 19 17
Hf 6.4 5
Zr 290 230 250 290 290 270 270
Y 36 35 10 24 37 41 22
Sc
Cr 58 4
Co
Ni 48 9
V 100 38
Cu 18 4.6
Zn
Th 12 22
U 2.1 3.8
Ga 21 19
La 65.5 61
Ce 129 104
Pr 14 10
Nd 51.3 35
Sm 8.9 6
Eu 1.53 1.01
Gd 6.9 5.2
Tb 0.8 0.6
Dy 4.3 3.3
Ho 0.78 0.63
Er 2.1 1.8
Tm 0.3 0.3
Yb 1.9 1.9
Lu 0.3 0.27
Table 1. Continued
Upper Searchlight
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Unit: Upper Searchlight
Description fine-grained USL MSL MSL MSL MSL MSL MSL
Sample: NMD05D1 DSL24Z 92-140 SL33 SL55 GG7 SL1
SiO2* 65.69 74.96 72.41 73.82 77.88 70.29 68.67
Al2O3 15.35 13.04 14.10 13.91 12.50 15.23 15.93
CaO 3.49 1.28 1.44 1.11 0.30 1.93 1.13
MgO 2.16 0.49 0.65 0.46 0.04 0.82 0.56
Na2O 4.05 3.54 4.03 3.86 3.80 3.75 4.25
K2O 4.28 4.58 4.83 4.70 4.75 4.96 6.59
Fe2O3
† 3.96 1.66 2.02 1.73 0.59 2.41 2.28
MnO 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06
TiO2 0.69 0.31 0.36 0.31 0.11 0.43 0.45
P2O5 0.27 0.10 0.11 0.07 0.00 0.14 0.08
LOI 0.68 0.60 0.55 0.25 0.45 0.50
Total§ 97.07 99.98 100.80 99.87 100.30 99.80 99.30
Rb 119.3 123 126 132 218 111 120
Sr 689.1 191 225 176 26 333 220
Ba 1230.2 428 730 580 70 1000 530
Cs 1.03 0.5 0.9 1.2 2.4
Ta 1.32 1.67 1.4 1.5 3.3
Nb 18.37 20.9 25 14 35 18 50
Tl 0.5 0.5 0.7 1.2
Pb 19.1 24 10 8 13
Hf 6.94 4.2 7.6 7.2 3.7
Zr 276.9 151 290 260 100 280 390
Y 19.99 19 17 20 23 35 60
Sc 7.9 2.66
Cr 43.7 4.9 4 2 <2
Co 3.4
Ni 39.3 4 <1 5 2
V 70.1 28 22 20 2
Cu 4 2 1.8 1.8
Zn 31
Th 15.2 13.9 18 20 29
U 2.97 1.87 2.7 3.7 1.2
Ga 16 17 16 16
La 65.50 52.8 47 48.6 36.9
Ce 116.49 93.2 87.9 91 59.7
Pr 12.20 9.05 9.7 8.8 4.7
Nd 44.21 27 32.6 31.2 11.6
Sm 7.61 4.16 5.4 6.3 1.7
Eu 1.67 0.741 0.79 0.94 0.05
Gd 5.34 3.12 3.5 3.5 1.2
Tb 0.71 0.48 0.6 0.7 0.2
Dy 3.86 2.6 3.1 4.2 1.8
Ho 0.73 0.5 0.66 0.76 0.48
Er 1.87 1.58 1.8 2.4 1.5
Tm 0.27 0.252 0.3 0.3 0.3
Yb 1.62 1.62 2 2.8 2.2
Lu 0.26 0.232 0.31 0.34 0.46
Table 1. Continued
Middle Searchlight
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Unit:
Description MSL MSL MSL Top of LSL Top of LSL Top of LSL LSL
Sample: SL23 SL48 SL77 DSL16Z DSL19Z DSL22Z RIOZF
SiO2* 70.74 75.74 73.03 60.64 64.55 61.75 61.79
Al2O3 15.11 12.97 13.98 17.63 18.41 18.49 16.54
CaO 1.37 0.87 1.31 4.24 2.93 3.01 4.54
MgO 0.72 0.31 1.07 2.28 0.75 1.34 3.08
Na2O 3.77 3.57 3.86 4.47 4.90 4.77 4.07
K2O 6.04 4.88 4.32 3.72 4.56 5.61 3.79
Fe2O3
† 1.83 1.35 1.94 5.42 3.28 3.96 4.93
MnO 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.08
TiO2 0.35 0.23 0.38 1.08 0.49 0.73 0.82
P2O5 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.45 0.09 0.25 0.36
LOI 0.55 0.60 0.65 1.50 0.98 0.77 0.80
Total§ 98.70 100.10 100.20 99.82 99.73 99.68 99.80
Rb 110 203 129 87 76 83 58
Sr 222 147 208 924 444 538 1410
Ba 590 380 630 1922 1509 1512 2300
Cs 1.2 0.6 0.6 1.2
Ta 1.25 0.42 1.48 0.8
Nb 23 34 20 22.4 11.5 20 14
Tl 0.48 0.45 0.42 0.4
Pb 22 25 26 7
Hf 9.1 7.6 10.7 7.4
Zr 270 210 270 399 391 446 250
Y 82 50 25 28 9 33 15
Sc 9.84 3.38 6.65
Cr 36.5 13.6 13.6 51
Co 13.6 5 6.2
Ni 29 5 12 48
V 93 56 47 72
Cu 52 32 18 4
Zn 68 37 67
Th 12.1 58.1 19.1 7.2
U 1.94 0.8 2.61 1
Ga 20 22 21 18
La 85.1 270 124 53.5
Ce 165 459 220 111
Pr 18.9 39.5 23.2 13
Nd 64.4 107 72.6 50.4
Sm 9.9 9.9 11 8.9
Eu 2.27 2.25 2.04 2.61
Gd 7.23 4.89 8.18 7.1
Tb 0.91 0.43 1.18 0.7
Dy 4.54 1.57 5.92 4
Ho 0.81 0.22 1.09 0.64
Er 2.18 0.59 3.1 1.8
Tm 0.325 0.096 0.452 0.2
Yb 2.09 0.71 2.67 1.4
Lu 0.286 0.109 0.348 0.18
Table 1. Continued
Middle Searchlight Lower Searchlight
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Unit:
Description LSL LSL LSL LSL LSL LSL LSL
Sample: RM14 RM18 SL47 R50 RM26 RM32 SL26
SiO2* 60.91 61.72 58.78 64.87 64.84 70.24 60.69
Al2O3 17.74 18.07 17.04 15.56 15.93 14.88 18.04
CaO 4.97 3.28 5.40 3.71 3.74 2.43 3.01
MgO 2.94 1.56 3.55 2.70 2.55 1.33 2.21
Na2O 4.41 4.69 4.21 3.84 3.85 3.78 5.03
K2O 3.05 4.69 3.70 3.95 4.23 4.31 4.14
Fe2O3
† 4.84 4.66 5.85 4.33 3.90 2.46 5.57
MnO 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.11
TiO2 0.75 0.95 0.92 0.68 0.60 0.37 0.89
P2O5 0.33 0.30 0.45 0.31 0.32 0.17 0.31
LOI 0.65 0.60 0.60 0.45 0.70 1.00 0.60
Total§ 98.60 98.40 98.96 99.10 99.00 99.30 98.40
Rb 59 77 84 92 86 120 107
Sr 1420 684 973 842 1180 700 328
Ba 1900 2100 1700 1300 1800 990 630
Cs 0.7 1 1.2
Ta <.5 1.1 0.7
Nb 12 23 18 5 16 10 25
Tl 0.3 0.4 0.4
Pb 6 8 <2
Hf 4.8 14 7.2
Zr 280 640 340 240 260 180 740
Y 14 25 18 14 35 10 60
Sc
Cr 40 5 48
Co
Ni 40 4 49
V 83 62 100
Cu 5.5 13 19.3
Zn
Th 3.6 7.4 8.2
U 0.4 1.3 1.2
Ga 23 22 24
La 62 86.6 71.9
Ce 115 161 131
Pr 13 17 14
Nd 51.9 61.1 52.4
Sm 8.4 10.2 9.4
Eu 1.74 2.16 1.92
Gd 5.3 7.2 6.3
Tb 0.7 0.9 0.8
Dy 3.4 5 4
Ho 0.66 1 0.75
Er 1.6 2.7 2
Tm 0.2 0.4 0.3
Yb 1.4 2.5 1.6
Lu 0.2 0.39 0.3
Table 1. Continued
Lower Searchlight
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Unit: Lower Searchlight
Description LSL
Sample: 06DSL30
SiO2* 65.86
Al2O3 15.77
CaO 3.45
MgO 2.25
Na2O 3.99
K2O 3.99
Fe2O3
† 3.72
MnO 0.06
TiO2 0.61
P2O5 0.31
LOI 1.36
Total§ 100.60
Rb 81
Sr 1079
Ba 1734
Cs 0.8
Ta 0.74
Nb 46.8
Tl 0.42
Pb 19
Hf 5.6
Zr 222
Y 14
Sc 7.31
Cr 45
Co 11.5
Ni 42
V 68
Cu 21
Zn 87
Th 11.8
U 2.14
Ga 21
La 65.6
Ce 121
Pr 13.6
Nd 46.8
Sm 7.27
Eu 1.75
Gd 4.8
Tb 0.59
Dy 2.68
Ho 0.46
Er 1.32
Tm 0.184
Yb 1.16
Lu 0.167
Table 1. Continued
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Figure 4.  Major and trace element variation diagrams.
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Figure 4.  Continued.
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Figure 4.  Continued.
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Figure 4.  Continued.
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Figure 4.  Continued.
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Chondrite normalized rare earth element (REE) distributions for the three major units and 
associated dikes are shown in Figure 5a-c.  Overall, the units are enriched in light REE 
and are depleted in middle REE, which gives a concave upward pattern.  Patterns for the 
USL and LSL are roughly similar in shape but the MSL is more variable, more depleted 
in light and, especially, middle REEs, and have larger negative Eu anomalies. 
 County rock along the north margin as well as portions of the roof consists of 
Proterozoic granite and gneiss of the Mojave Terrane (e.g. Longwell, 1963; Volborth, 
1973; Bennett and DePaolo, 1987; Wooden and Miller, 1990; Miller and Wooden, 1994; 
Crombie, 2006).  At deeper levels along the north margin and base, the pluton is bounded 
by the 66 Ma Ireteba granite (Kapp et al., 2002).  Much of the south margin of the pluton 
is covered by alluvium and possibly displaced by faults, though enough of the pluton is 
exposed to suggest that Searchlight has equidimensional geometry (i.e. plug shaped).  
Overlying the pluton are dominantly Miocene volcanics (rhyolite to basalt in 
composition); Dodge et al. (2005) suggest that much of the overlying volcanic section 
was erupted from the Searchlight pluton.  The southern portion of the roof and a small 
area near the town of Searchlight is composed of a coarse grained quartzofeldspathic 
biotite-rich augen orthogneiss that is strongly foliated; large K-spar grains up to ~1 cm 
comprise ~25% of the gneiss (Ruppert, 1999). 
 The USL has been interpreted as a solidification front that migrated downward 
from the roof (Bachl et al., 2001; cf. Marsh, 1996), though this interpretation in its 
simplest sense is currently in question (C. Miller and J. Miller, pers. Commun.).  The 
MSL and LSL have been interpreted to have formed as complementary melt-rich and 
crystal-rich (i.e. cumulate mush) segregations (Bachl et al., 2001; Miller and Miller, 
24
Figure 5a.  Chondrite normalized rare earth element plot of USL samples and USL related 
dikes (Hodge et al., 2006).
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Figure 5b.  Chondrite normalized rare earth element plot of MSL samples and MSL related 
dikes (Hodge et al., 2006).  New sample is indicated with symbol.
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Figure 5c.  Chondrite normalized rare earth element plot of LSL samples.  New samples are 
indicated with symbols.  
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2002).  The LSL shows strong positive anomalies of Sr, Ba, and Eu relative to apparently 
quenched portions of USL (Bachl et al., 2001), interpreted to be due to feldspar 
accumulation.  The low light and middle REE, the deep negative Eu anomalies, and low 
Sr and Ba suggest that the MSL granite and associated rhyolite dikes represent melt 
extracted from LSL-like residue.  These geochemical patterns combined with the texture 
of the LSL (subhorizontal magmatic foliation; closely packed, euhedral feldspars, 
hornblende, biotite, accessories) is consistent with that of a cumulate mush.  Texturally, 
the base of the MSL is similar to the LSL and it is also potentially a cumulate. 
 Early geochronology using hornblende 40Ar/39Ar, suggested that the age of 
Searchlight pluton was between 16.2 and 16.9 Ma (Bachl et al., 1997; Heizler, unpub. 
data).  Recent U-Pb geochronology of zircons using sensitive high resolution ion 
microprobe (SHRIMP) yield an age range of the pluton from about 15.8-17.7 Ma (Cates 
et al., 2003; Means et al., 2003; Miller at al., 2003; Hodge et al., 2006; J. Miller, C. 
Miller, and Wooden, unpub. data).  A large gabbroic pod and a dike that invades Ireteba 
granite, both near the base of the pluton, yield the oldest ages.  Many of the major unit 
samples yield at least two age populations, but all appear to document principal 
crystallization between 15.8 and 16.8 Ma.  A single sample from the lower ductilely 
deformed lower part of the LSL yielded an age of about 16.8 Ma.  Samples from the USL 
and related dikes yield ages of ~16.3-16.8 Ma, with possible local zircon growth at <16.0 
Ma.  The MSL, the large mafic pod that it encloses, rhyolite porphyry dikes that cut the 
USL and its roof are undistinguishable at about 15.8-16.0 Ma.  Figure 6 shows the 
distribution of SHRIMP zircon ages within the pluton. 
28
Figure 6.  SHRIMP analysis of zircons and their stratigraphic position.  New ages are 
highlighted in yellow.  Dominant populations for representative samples shown (errors ±0.2 
Ma 2σ unless otherwise stated).
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 Bachl et al. (2001) suggest that the Searchlight pluton was at one time highly 
molten.  The initially subhorizontal gradational contacts between major units; the lack of 
intrusive internal contacts (Figure 7) (excluding late dikes); and geochemistry appear 
consistent with a monotonic solidification history.  According to Bachl et al. (2001), the 
pluton could have been assembled by repeated injections of magma but that record 
appears have been mostly erased.  This interpretation combined with Searchlight’s 
emplacement in the brittle shallow crust (3-13 km depth) allows the possibility of large-
scale stoping. 
30
Figure 7.  LSL intruding LSL.  Evidence of horizontal sheeting.  Handle on hammer indi-
cates the paleo-up direction (west).
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CHAPTER II 
 
METHODS 
 
 Geologic mapping and field observations were the primary mode of data 
collection.  Mapping focused on the block rich horizons, with emphasis on block size, 
shape, and distribution, and additional work in the country rock along the adjacent north 
margin and at the roof.  Attention was paid to features both within blocks and the 
surrounding granitoid that may reveal cumulate or laminae disturbances which are 
commonly cited evidence in favor of stoping (e.g. Thompson and Patrick, 1968; 
McBirney and Noyes, 1979; Fowler and Paterson, 1997; Paterson and Miller, 1998).  
Field measurements were taken of orientations of a variety of features including country 
rock and block foliations, folding, magmatic foliations, and ellipsoidal magmatic 
enclaves.   
 Three Searchlight granitoid samples (05DSL22, 05DSL24, and 06DSL30) and 
one porphyritic dike in adjacent wall rock (06DSL02) were selected for zircon 
geochronology by SHRIMP.  The first three samples were collected to span the vertical 
interval represented by block horizons (Figure 6).  Whole rock geochemistry of the 
samples is available in Table 1.  Zircons were separated at Vanderbilt University by using 
standard heavy mineral separation techniques.  They were mounted in epoxy, polished at 
the USGS-Stanford SHRIMP lab, and imaged by cathodoluminescence using a scanning 
electron microscope at the USGS-Stanford lab (Appendix B).  Zircons were analyzed 
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using the USGS-Stanford sensitive high resolution ion microprobe, reverse geometry 
(SHRIMP-RG).  R33 (419 Ma) and CZ3 (U 550 ppm) were used as zircon standards.   
 Two Searchlight granitoid samples (05DSL19 and 05DSL22) were selected for 
zircon geochronology by laser ablation microprobe-inductively coupled plasma mass 
spectrometry (LAM-ICPMS) at Vanderbilt University (New Wave/Merchantek 213 nm 
Laser Ablation unit connected to a Perkin Elmer Elan 6100 DRC ICPMS).  Very low 
counts for 204Pb preclude reliable common Pb corrections, and so we report uncorrected 
U/Pb ratios.  For our purposes, we made the assumption that samples only have two 
zircon populations, a Miocene population and a Proterozoic population, which is 
reasonable because the blocks are clearly Proterozoic gneiss.  Zircons that are ~1.7 Ga 
should be easily distinguishable from Miocene zircons by their 206Pb/238U ratios.  Sample 
05DSL19 was collected adjacent to a block (15 cm below the paleo-down side of the 
block) and sample 05DSL22 was located ~100 m from any known block.  About 100 
zircons were analyzed per sample.  Zircons were separated and mounted in epoxy at 
Vanderbilt University.  Visible xenolithic material was avoided so that the only ancient 
zircons present would be xenocrysts potentially derived from complete block 
assimilation.  Cathodoluminescence images of selected grains from the USGS-Stanford’s 
scanning electron microscope to view zoning patterns (Appendix C).  Whole rock 
geochemistry of the samples is available in Table 1. 
 For whole-rock geochemistry, thin slabs of the six zircon samples were cut across 
foliation and powdered using an alumina ceramic shatterbox at Vanderbilt University.  
Analyses for major and trace elements were performed by Actlabs-Ancaster, Ontario, 
Canada by ICPMS and neutron activation. 
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 Settling experiments were conducted to clarify how blocks move within viscous 
fluids and interact with rigid surfaces and mush/melt interfaces.  The experiments 
involved visualization of the settling and deposition behaviour of tabular blocks using a 
lapse-rate digital camera.  To represent stoping, we allowed ceramic blocks (made from 
glazed self hardening pottery clay) to settle through viscous fluid, in some cases with a 
granular layer (3 mm glass beads) at its base, in a 76 x 47 x 31 cm tank.  Our experiments 
were scaled to order-of-magnitude by the particle Reynolds number  
µ
ρLw=Re  
where ρ is fluid density, L is a characteristic length, w is mean fluid velocity, and µ is 
dynamic fluid viscosity.  When considering two systems that are geometrically similar, 
the Reynolds number determines whether the systems are dynamically similar (i.e. 
similar flow patterns).  The condition of dynamic similarity is satisfied when the 
Reynolds numbers are equal for both systems (for further discussion of dynamic 
similarity, refer to Tritton, 1988, p. 89-96).   
 In order to estimate the particle Reynolds number of a settling stoped block, we 
made the following assumptions: (1) the stoped block is spherical (permitting Stokes 
settling velocity to be calculated) (Stokes, 1851); and (2) the settling velocity is constant.  
Estimates of magma physical properties were made using Ken Wohletz’s KWare Magma 
program v. 2.48.0116 (http://internet.cybermesa.com/~wohletz/KWare/KWare.htm).  For 
calculating estimated melt density and viscosity, the mean composition for nine MSL 
samples (Table 2) was used, with 4 wt% H2O and no crystals present.  Physical 
conditions were estimated to be 800° C, 2500 bars.  The estimated fluid density was 
2.227 g/cm3, the viscosity based on B-Weil model was ~1.5x105 Pa*s (Bottinga & Weil, 
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SiO2* 70.14
Al2O3 13.52
CaO 1.15
MgO 0.55
Na2O 3.67
K2O 4.87
Fe2O3 0.98
FeO 0.71
MnO 0.03
TiO2 0.31
P2O5 0.07
H2O 4.00
* All oxides in weight percent, normalized to 100% total
Table 2.  Values used to estimate physical properties of a 
magma.  Oxide values from nine MSL samples and 
normalized with 4 wt% H2O.  
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1972), and viscosity based on the Shaw model ~1.1x105 Pa*s (Shaw, 1972).  A spherical 
block of diameter 50 m settling through the crystal-free granitic magma described above 
would have a Reynolds number Re ~ 10-2.  At low Reynolds numbers of this order, where 
viscous forces are dominant, flow is laminar. 
 Our experiments were designed to match (order of magnitude) the estimated value 
Re ~ 10-2.  We used ceramic blocks of density ρ = 1.75-2.20 g cm-3, ~2-4 cm in lateral 
dimensions (Table 3 shows physical properties of used blocks), in clear Suave shampoo 
(ρ = 1.02 g cm-3, viscosity µ = 20.35 Pa s).  We estimate that objects our ceramic blocks 
to have a particle Reynolds number on the order of Re ~ 10-2 - 10-3, using the long 
dimension of the block as the approximate characteristic length scale, and thus scaling 
was appropriate. 
 Blocks were settled either 30 or 40 cm depending on what was being observed.  
For trials aimed at observing block behaviour within the fluid column, blocks were 
settled 30 cm (i.e. tests stopped 10 cm before the bottom) to avoid boundary effects from 
the bottom.  Other trails were aimed at observing the interaction between the block and 
the bottom. 
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Block Number Length (cm) Width (cm) Height (cm) L/W aspect ratio H/W aspect ratio L/H aspect ratio Mass (g) Volume (cm3) Density (g/cm3) Settling Velocity (cm/s)
1 2.21 1.62 0.47 1.36 0.29 4.70 2.06 1.10 1.87 0.32
2 2.99 1.11 0.51 2.69 0.46 5.86 2.96 1.60 1.85 0.41
3 2.61 1.47 0.57 1.78 0.39 4.58 3.72 2.00 1.86 0.49
4 2.41 1.84 0.38 1.31 0.21 6.34 2.81 1.60 1.76 0.35
5 2.96 1.88 0.36 1.57 0.19 8.22 3.40 1.70 2.00 0.41
6 2.70 2.31 0.44 1.17 0.19 6.14 4.99 2.30 2.17 0.53
7 3.19 2.41 0.67 1.32 0.28 4.76 9.53 4.80 1.99 0.88
8 2.30 1.84 1.06 1.25 0.58 2.17 8.42 4.50 1.87 0.88
9 2.43 2.07 0.86 1.17 0.42 2.83 8.26 4.20 1.97 0.84
10 2.50 2.12 0.81 1.18 0.38 3.09 8.19 4.40 1.86 0.82
Table 3.  Physical properties of experimental ceramic blocks
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CHAPTER III 
 
RESULTS 
 
Block Horizons and Country Rock 
 Blocks are present within a pair of subparallel horizons (upper and lower) that are 
separated by ~200-500 m of cumulate granitoid (Plate 1).  The upper horizon has a 
maximum thickness of about 0.8 km and extends about 3.5 km south from the pluton’s 
north margin.  The lower horizon is slightly larger with a maximum thickness of about 1 
km and extends laterally about 5 km.  Both horizons decrease in thickness, or taper, away 
from the pluton’s north margin.  Combined, the horizons make up about a 2 km thick 
zone that is slightly oblique to the initially subhorizontal boundary between the MSL and 
LSL.  Blocks are variable in size and range from about 5-400 m in their long dimension 
with aspect ratios that range from 1 to 8.5 with an average of about 3.7 (thickness of 
blocks were corrected for tilting).  About 1/3 of the identified blocks range from 5-20 m 
in their long dimension and over 1/2 are > 40 m (Figure 8).  Mapping was biased toward 
larger blocks which are more easily observed due to their size; smaller blocks may 
remain either undiscovered or covered by either alluvium or dike rock talus (dikes make 
up about 10 % of the exposure and where not mapped in this study).  Geologic mapping 
shows that even though blocks are locally abundant (19 % exposure over the ~0.3 km2 
block-rich area outlined in green in Plate 1), they only make up ~8 % of the exposed area 
that we defined as the block rich zone (~7.5 km2 outlined in blue in Plate 1).  Xenolithic 
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Figure 8.  Block size distribution.  Size is measured as the long axis of the block.  Aspect 
ratios range from 1 to 8 with an average of about 3.5. 
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blocks are inconsequential or absent elsewhere in the pluton (Bachl et al., 2001, and our 
further reconnaissance), and thus blocks constitute <1% of the entire exposed pluton. 
 Block lithologies include a variety of paragneisses, orthogneisses, granites, 
amphibolites, and mylonites (Appendix A).  The most common lithologies are: (1) Fine-
grained to quartzofeldspathic biotite paragneisses (Figures 9 and 10) with quartz (15-30 
%), K-feldspar (13-45 %), plagioclase (15-35 %), biotite (5-30 %), and garnet (0-5%; 
replaced by chlorite, magnetite, and biotite).  Accessories include opaque minerals, 
apatite, zircon, and monazite.  Paragneisses are banded with common leucocratic layers 
of sutured quartz and feldspar.  (2) Fine to coarse-grained leucogranites (Figure 11) with 
quartz (25-40 %), K-feldspar (25-45 %), plagioclase (25-45 %), biotite (0-3 %), and 
garnet (0-5 %; partially replaced by chlorite).  Accessories include opaque minerals, 
apatite, and zircon.  Less common block lithologies include: (1) Fine-grained 
amphibolites with hornblende (40-50%), plagioclase (20-40%), clinopyroxene (0-30%), 
and biotite (0-5%).  Accessories include opaque minerals, quartz, and apatite.  
Hornblende grains are poikiloblastic and many are highly altered to epidote.  (2) Fine-
grained to porphyroclastic recrystallized mylonites (Figure 12) with quartz (~20 %), K-
feldspar (~25 %), plagioclase (20-30 %), biotite (10-20 %), and hornblende (10-20 %).  
Porphyroclasts are medium-grained zoned anhedral-subhedral plagioclase (0-5 %).  
Accessories include opaque minerals, apatite, zircon, and allanite.  (3) Strained 
porphyritic granitoids with a fine-grained groundmass and medium-grained subhedral 
feldspar phenocrysts (15-45 %).  Major minerals are quartz (13-15 %), K-feldspar (15-30 
%), plagioclase (40-45 %), biotite (10-15 %), and hornblende (1-15 %).  Accessories 
include opaque minerals, euhedral sphene, apatite, and zircon.  Tabular plagioclases are 
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Figure 9.  Field photograph of quartzofeldspathic gneiss block with isoclinal folding.  
Arrow indicates paleo-up direction (west).
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Figure 10.  Field photograph of quartzofeldspathic gneiss block with homoclinal foliation.  
Arrow indicates paleo-up direction (west).
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Figure 11.  Field photograph of coarse-grained leucogranite gneiss block.  Arrow indicates 
paleo-up direction (west).
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Figure 12.  Field photograph of fine-grained mylonitic block with leucogranite at the base.  
Arrow indicates paleo-up direction (west).
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subhedral to euhedral and have oscillatory zoning.  K-feldspars are poikilitic.  Quartz is 
interstitial. 
 Many blocks are polylithologic, with sharp, generally concordant contacts 
between lithologies.  The recrystallized mylonites and strained porphyritic granitoids 
occur as relatively thin (m scale) sill-like intrusions.  The mylonites are likely Proterozoic 
or Cretaceous (possibly related to Ireteba pluton).  We interpret the strained porphyritic 
granitoids, which retain magmatic textures and are similar to dated sample 06DSL02, to 
be related to the Searchlight pluton - possibly precursory injections.  The amphibolites, 
which are more common in the north margin than in the blocks, occur as small lenses (m 
scale) and are elongated parallel to the gneissic fabric.  Amphibolites are generally less 
resistant then surrounding rock and are identified by float.   
 Most blocks are strongly foliated (Figure 10), with uniform (homoclinal) dips and 
local isoclinal folds (Figure 9).  Foliations commonly strike 20° west of north to 10° east 
of north and dip 38°-86° W (Figure 13), which parallels the paleo-subhorizontal 
magmatic foliation within the host granitoid (Bachl et al., 2001).  Individual blocks have 
sub-angular tabular geometries (Figure 14); their long and intermediate dimensions 
parallel their own foliation, the foliation of the granitoid host, and the orientation of 
flattened magmatic enclaves (Figure 13).  Blocks have fairly consistent homoclinal 
foliation throughout the lower horizon.  In contrast, blocks within the upper horizon 
commonly have open folds (Figure 15), and hence more variable foliations.  Approaching 
the north margin block orientations and foliations in both horizons swing from a paleo-
subhorizontal to an inclined orientation that strikes about 60-80° west of north and dips 
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Figure 13.  Equal area density contour stereoplots of poles to: (A) foliation of blocks from 
the upper horizon; (B) foliation of blocks from the lower horizon; (C) foliation of blocks 
from both horizons (i.e. combined plot of A and B); (D) orientation of magmatic enclaves; 
and (E) foliation of country rock within the north margin of the pluton.
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~100m
Figure 14.  Field photograph of tabular gneiss block with dimensions 24 m x 105 m.  The 
block is surrounded by LSL.  Arrow indicates the paleo up direction (west).
47
Figure 15.  Field photograph of folded upper horizon gneiss block.  Arrow indicates paleo-
up direction (west).
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38-89° SW (Plate 1).  When block foliations vary or are folded, block geometry and 
orientation generally remain concordant with other blocks. 
 Host granitoids that surround blocks are from the lower MSL and upper LSL.  
The lower MSL is a medium to coarse-grained moderate silica granite.  Dominant 
minerals are K-feldspar (35-45 %), plagioclase (20-45 %), quartz (15-30 %), and biotite 
(2-5 %).  Accessory minerals include opaque minerals, sphene, apatite, allanite, and 
zircon.  K-feldspars are euhedral, coarse, perthitic crystals.  Tabular plagioclases 
commonly have oscillatory zoning.  Quartz is interstitial.  The base of the MSL has a 
local weak foliation defined by elongated feldspars.  The upper LSL is a coarse-grained 
quartz monzonite.  Dominant minerals are plagioclase (35-50 %), K-feldspar (30-50 %), 
quartz (8-20 %), biotite (5-15 %), and hornblende (0-10 %).  Accessory minerals include 
opaque minerals, sphene, apatite, allanite, and zircon. The LSL has an initially 
subhorizontal magmatic foliation that consists of a strong alignment of biotites and a 
weak foliation of elongated, euhedral feldspars with weakly strained interstitial quartz.  
The generally fairly weak foliation at this level is interpreted to be wholly magmatic and 
to reflect cumulate processes (cf. Bachl et al., 2001); locally foliation grades either to 
strong or to almost indistinguishable.  The LSL differs from the MSL granite in mafic 
content, the presence of more abundant euhedral sphene in the LSL, and prominent 
foliation. 
 Enclaves and mafic pods are present in the lower MSL and throughout the LSL.  
Enclaves are mineralogically similar to their hosts but have less quartz and K-feldspar 
and have more abundant hornblende and biotite (Bachl et al., 2001).  Enclaves, which are 
common throughout the block horizon, are generally oriented parallel to the magmatic 
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fabric of their host.  Mafic pods range in size from several to 10s of meters and are 
compositionally heterogeneous, including fine- to coarse-grained quartz monzonite, 
monzodiorite, diorite, and gabbro (Bachl et al., 2001). 
 Host granitoid above and below (in original orientation) blocks differ subtly in 
texture and fabric. Locally feldspar foliation beneath blocks is enhanced and more 
prominent relative to the foliation of the granitoid on the paleo-up side of the block 
(Figure 16).  Weak to moderately pronounced schlieren, defined by thin (< 1cm) layers of 
concentrated aligned mafic minerals that usually extends several meters, are also locally 
present beneath the paleo-down side of the block (Figure 17). Schlieren occur as groups 
and parallel contacts between the base of the block and the host granitoid.  Also near the 
base of blocks are ~centimeter-thick, medium-coarse grained granitoid sills within 
foliation planes of gneisses (Figure 18).  Larger granitoid sills (~meter thickness) are 
present throughout all levels of blocks but the smaller scale sills are characteristic of the 
base of blocks. 
 The north margin of the pluton is made up of gneisses that we interpret to be the 
~1.7-1.75 Ga, high-grade, dominantly supracrustal portion of the Mojave Terrane 
(Wooden and Miller, 1990; Miller and Wooden, 1994).  This area is highly diverse over 
small scales (10s of meters), with interlayered paragneisses, orthogneisses, and minor 
amphibolites.  Orthogneisses occur as small sheets but not as mappable plutons.  
Amphibolites are elongated parallel the to the host fabric and are probably metabasalts.  
Compositionally, the margin is similar to the blocks but amphibolite and garnet bearing 
leucogranite are more abundant.  The contact between the pluton and the Proterozoic 
country rock is characterized by decimeter to hundred meter long tongues of concordant 
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Figure 16.  Field photographs of host granitoids surrounding blocks.  (A) shows a LSL 
granitoid that was located on the paleo-up side of a block, notice no preferential orientation 
of feldspars.  Block contact is >1 m toward the left of the photo, actual contact was exposure 
limited.  Chisel indicates paleo-up direction (west).  (B) shows enhanced feldspar foliation 
in a LSL granitoid beneath a block (Not the same block as (A)).  Several of the feldspars are 
outlined in red.  Arrow indicates the paleo-up direction (west).
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Proterozoic Gneiss
Schlieren Layers
Schlieren Layers
Figure 17.  Field photographs of mafic schlieren layers in LSL granitoids beneath blocks.  
Arrows indicate the paleo-up direction (west).
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Figure 18.  Field photographs of granitic sills near the base of a gneiss block.  The yellow 
rectangle outlines Image B.  Arrow indicates the paleo up direction (west).
Granite (Lower Searchlight)
Base of Gneiss Block
A
B
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granitoid that intrude the preexisting gneissic fabric where gneiss foliation subparallels 
the magmatic foliation of the granitoid tongues.  The contact is sharp with little alteration 
caused by the Searchlight intrusion.  Wall rock foliations have abundant open folds and 
are discordant with block foliations.  Locally, foliation adjacent to the pluton contact at 
the level of the lower block horizon is homoclinal and resembles the structure within the 
blocks. 
 The northwest roof zone is covered by alluvium and is very poorly exposed.  
Local outcrops and float consist mostly of orthogneisses and mylonitic orthogneisses.  
Orthogneisses are porphyritic with fine-grained groundmasses and medium-grained 
anhedral augen feldspar phenocrysts (15-20%) with recrystallized tails.  Dominant 
minerals are K-feldspar (25-35%), plagioclase (25-35%), quartz (20-25 %), biotite (10-20 
%) and hornblende (0-5 %).  Accessories include garnet, opaque minerals, zircon, and 
apatite.  Biotite and quartz are ribboned with thin leucocratic layers of sutured quartz and 
feldspar.  Mylonitic orthogneisses are porphyroclastic with medium-grained anhedral 
poikilitic K-feldspar (~10%) with recrystallized tails.  Dominant minerals are quartz 
(~30%), K-feldspar (30-45%), plagioclase (15-25%), biotite (~10%), and accessory 
opaque minerals, zircon, apatite, and allanite.  Biotite and quartz are ribboned with biotite 
in thin layers and medium-grained recrystallized polygonal quartz layers. 
 
SHRIMP Zircon Geochronology  
 Three Searchlight granitoid samples were collected to span the vertical interval 
represented by block horizons (Figure 6).  Samples 05DSL24 and 05DSL22 were 
collected above and below the MSL and LSL contact about 100 m apart and sample 
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06DSL30 was collected within the LSL at the base of the lower block horizon.  A fourth 
sample, 06DSL02, is a phenocryst-rich porphyry dike within the north margin country 
rock that parallels gneiss foliation.  Separated zircons from samples were analyzed using 
the USGS-Stanford SHRIMP. 
 Results were interpreted using 207Pb-corrected 206Pb/238U analyses.  Zircons were 
assumed to be concordant; their young age makes it unlikely that they have experienced 
Pb loss, and inherited cores that might induce discordance are very rare, much older, and 
readily recognizable (hence avoidable) in CL images. Data were plotted as probability 
density plots using Isoplot 3.0.  MSWD of the full data set for a sample (expected to be 
<2) and visual inspection of probability plots identified possible presence of multiple 
populations in most samples; if multiple ages were apparently present, the UNMIX 
routine of Isoplot was used to identify and characterize them.  Figure 19 shows 
representative CL images of sampled zircons (data and CL images of all analyzed grains 
are in Appendix B).  Figure 20 shows probability density plots of each sample, with 
principal and lesser populations shown where identified. 
 Samples 05DSL22 and 05DSL24 yield indistinguishable dominant ages 
populations of 16.12 ± 0.23 Ma and 16.19 ± 0.21 Ma.  Sample 05DSL24 has a younger 
secondary population (15.56 ± 0.38) and sample 05DSL22 has an older secondary 
population (17.12 ± 0.5).  Sample 06DSL30 has a single population that appears to be 
slightly older at 16.25 ± 0.29 Ma, though it is within uncertainty.  The phenocryst-rich 
porphyry dike sample 06DSL02 has a dominant older population of 17.43 ± 0.28 Ma and 
a younger population of 16.25 ± 0.43 Ma.  Table 3 is a summary of zircon data. 
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17.2 ± 0.4 16.0 ± 0.5
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Figure 19.  Cathodoluminescence images of representative zircons.  Ages are shown 
in Ma and are 206Pb/238U.  Errors are 1 sigma.
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Figure 20.  Probability density plots of samples 05DSL22, 05DSL24, 06DSL30, and 
06DSL02.  Vertical lines indicate age populations with corresponding age in Ma.
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Sample Lat/Long Unit and Rock Type
Number of 
analyses
Dominant 
Population Other Populations Comments
05DSL24 35° 30' 50.5'' 114° 50' 5.4'' MSL granite 23 16.19 ± 0.21 Ma 15.56 ± 0.38 Ma
Dominant peak identified by UNMIX.  
Younger population, possible recharge 
of new magma.
05DSL22 35° 30' 51.1'' 114° 49' 54.3''
LSL qtz 
monzonite 26 16.12 ± 0.23 Ma 17.12 ± 0.5 Ma
Dominant peak identified by UNMIX.  
Apparent older antecrysts.
06DSL30 35° 31.573' 114° 49.500'
LSL qtz 
monzonite 18 16.25 ± 0.29 Ma
Dominent peak with ~gaussian 
distribution.  MSWD 1.36.
06DSL02 35° 32.757' 114° 50.079'
pheno-rich dike in 
country rock 16 17.43 ± 0.28 Ma 16.25 ± 0.43 Ma Populations identified by UNMIX.
Table 4.  Summary of new zircon data from Searchlight pluton.
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LAM-ICPMS Zircon Geochronology: Reconnaissance Evaluation of Contamination 
of Granitoid Host by Block Disintegration 
 
 Field evidence demonstrates at least partial, localized disaggregation of blocks 
(Figure 21).  As a method of detecting possible host granitoid contamination by block 
assimilation, we performed U-Pb analyses of zircons from the host granitoids using 
LAM-ICPMS.  Samples are assumed to only have two zircon populations, a Miocene 
population and a Proterozoic population. For sample 05DSL19 collected 15 cm beneath 
the paleo-down side of a block, eight zircons out of one hundred analyzed appear to have 
Proterozoic ages based on their 206Pb/238U ages (Figure 22).  Figures 23 and 24 are CL 
images of zircons with identified Proterozoic inheritance (CL images of all ablated 
zircons from 05DSL19 are available in Appendix C).  Many of the inherited zircons are 
discordant possibly due to Miocene growth in the analyses.  The remaining 92 zircons 
trend away from concordia at ~Miocene age; we interpret these to be Searchlight-age 
zircons.  The weak to extreme discordance is probably in large part attributable to 
common Pb (the analyses are uncorrected).  In Figures 22 and 25, the trend for common 
Pb correction is seen to approximate the general trends of discordance, though another 
factor must be involved in analyses that plot above this line (further discussion in 
Appendix D).  Sample 05DSL22, located ~100 m from any known block, has no 
identified inherited grains/cores from one hundred analyses (Figure 25).  The Miocene 
grains plot in similar discordant fashion to those of 05DSL19. 
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Figure 21.  Field photographs of localized physical disaggregation of gneiss blocks.
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Figure 22.  Concordia diagrams of 100 analyses for 05DSL19 using LA-ICPMS.  Sample is 
a LSL granitoid and was collected 15 cm beneath the paleo-down contact of a Proterozoic 
gneiss block.  Solid black line represents common 206Pb and 207Pb.  Plot (B) is an enlarge-
ment of the lower left corner of plot (A).
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Figure 23.  Cathodoluminescence and SEM images of a 05DSL19 zircon with an inherited 
core.  (A) and (B) are cathodoluminescence images showing magmatic zoning and inher-
ited cores.  The brightness and contrast are adjusted in image (B) to better show zoning in 
the darker core of the grain.  SEM image (C) shows the laser pit in the zircon after ablation.
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Figure 24.  Cathodoluminescence images of 05DSL19 zircons with inherited cores.
50 µm
50 µm
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AB
Figure 25.  Concordia diagrams of 30 analyses for 05DSL22 using LA-ICPMS.  Sample is 
a LSL quartz monzonite and was collected >100 m away from any known block.  Solid 
black line represents common 206Pb and 207Pb.  Green spots on plot (A) are standards.  Plot 
(B) is an enlargement of the lower left corner of plot (A).
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CHAPTER IV 
 
DISCUSSION PART I:  INTERPRETATION OF BLOCK HORIZONS FROM 
FIELD AND ANALYITICAL RESULTS 
 
 
 
 Relative to other reported stoping examples, Searchlight blocks are gigantic.  
Blocks range in size from 5-400 m in their long dimensions; to our knowledge, only 
Thompson and Patrick (1968) have also described stoped blocks up to 400 m in size.  
Blocks comprise subparallel interplutonic horizons, similar to those described in Hawkins 
and Wiebe (2004).  Locally, block abundance ranges up to ~20 % exposure, but it is 
generally considerably lower, averaging about 8% within the horizons.   
 Several lines of field evidence suggest that Searchlight block horizons formed by 
magmatic stoping. 
(1) The horizons transect a gradational (cm to m scale) internal contact between the MSL 
and LSL at an oblique angle (i.e. blocks are present in the MSL to the north, absent to the 
south).  The contact between the MSL and LSL is apparently non-intrusive and has been 
interpreted to represent the boundary between complementary melt-rich and crystal-rich 
(i.e. cumulate mush) segregations.  The absence of an intrusive contact and the 
interpreted cumulate nature of the boundary are inconsistent with the presence of an in 
situ screen separating the units.  Blocks present at this location support the interpretation 
that the pluton had an upward migrating floor, formed by the accumulation of crystals, 
where blocks were periodically deposited. 
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 (2) The block horizons are laterally discontinuous where local abundance varies from 0-
20 %.  The low abundance is consistent with individually emplaced blocks and makes it 
unlikely that blocks were interconnected or form some framework of country rock.  
 (3) The horizons taper away from the pluton’s north margin.  This block distribution is 
consistent with wall rock stoping by indicating a source with greatest thickness near the 
margin. 
(4) There are cumulate mush disturbance features such as enhanced feldspar foliation and 
mafic schlieren layers within the host granitoid beneath blocks.  We interpret these 
disturbances to have formed by compaction of downward settling blocks.  In well 
exposed examples, the degree of feldspar foliation enhancement decreases away from the 
block (m scale).  The schlieren are interpreted to have formed by cumulate shearing by 
blocks.  Schlieren layering is often interpreted to form as a result of mechanical sorting of 
crystals (Bagnold Effect) (e.g. Petford and Koenders, 1998; Weinberg et al., 2001).  The 
coarse-grained, thin granitoid sills (mm-cm scale) near the bases of blocks are interpreted 
as forcefully injected cumulate mush, as opposed to interstitial melt, because 
compositionally the sills are not fractionated relative to the surrounding cumulate (5-10 
% qtz; 10-15 % mafics), and because coarse euhedral feldspars are foliated with their 
long axes parallel to the sill/gneiss contact.  This forceful injection may have resulted 
from blocks sliding on top cumulate mush, causing delamination along foliation planes.  
Thin sections do show very thin fine-grained leucocratic layers of quartz (~20%), K-
feldspar (~45%), and plagioclase (~35%) which appear to be fractionated interstitial melt 
from the cumulate mush that got injected along gneissic foliation planes but these are 
volumetrically minor relative to the cumulate sills. 
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 (5) Block foliations are discordant with wall rock foliations at the same stratigraphic 
level, suggesting block reorientation.  Glazner and Bartley (in press) suggest that 
discordance is not conclusive evidence for stoping, stating that xenoliths may be rotated 
if they are in a step-over between en echelon dikes.  We suspect this is not the case here 
considering the size of the blocks, the asymmetrical cumulate mush disturbance 
structures, the low fraction of xenolithic blocks, and the lack of apparent dike-on-dike 
relationships, though it is possible that the dike-on-dike relationships are invisible.  
 Collectively, these lines of evidence suggest stoping but left lingering are the 
concordance of foliations between blocks which appears to support preserved in situ wall 
rock (screens).  We propose that block alignment may be a function of preferential 
deposition of geometrically similar blocks.  We suggest that tabular shaped blocks 
deposit with their long and intermediate axes parallel to floors.  Blocks with a geometry 
controlled by their foliation would then on average possess a subparallel alignment of 
both their geometry and foliation.  Depositional realignment is further explored and 
discussed in the following sections. 
 Three samples that span the vertical interval represented by block horizons 
indicate that block emplacement occurred between ~16.1-16.25 Ma.  Samples 05DSL22 
and 05DSL24 have indistinguishable dominant populations (16.12 ± 0.23 Ma and 16.19 ± 
0.21 Ma) but each has secondary populations.  05DSL22 has an older secondary 
population of 17.12 ± 0.5 Ma, which may represent entrainment of early grains from the 
system, referred to as antecrysts (Hildreth, presentation at Penrose conference, 2001; 
Walker et al., in revision).  05DSL24 has a younger secondary population of 15.56 ± 0.38 
Ma which may represent partial recharge and reheating by younger pulses.  Sample 
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06DSL30 has a single population with ~Gaussian distribution (Figure 20) and is 
apparently slightly older (though within error) at 16.25 ± 0.29 Ma.  Taken together, data 
for these three samples permit geologically instantaneous emplacement of all blocks 
(since all are within 2σ error), but they suggest that emplacement occurred over an 
interval of 0.1-0.2 m.y. 
Phenocryst-rich porphyritic dike sample 06DSL02 has a dominant older 
population of 17.43 ± 0.28 Ma with a younger population of 16.25 ± 0.43 Ma.  The older 
age is essentially identical to the oldest two ages from the pluton, including from a dike 
into country at deep level.  If this is the age of the dike, then the younger population 
might mark partial reactivation during a second injection contemporaneous with the 
adjacent LSL where the blocks were emplaced (e.g., the other three samples described 
above.)  
 Blocks appear to have originated near the north margin of the pluton, where both 
horizons are thickest.  Horizon thickness decreases toward the interior of the pluton.  
Compositionally, north margin lithologies are similar to blocks, though in contrast to 
blocks, they have abundant open folds, hence variable foliations (Figure 13).  The 
deformation that produced the open folds does not appear to have been related to the 
emplacement of Searchlight.  There are local homoclinal foliations within the east-west 
ridge that is directly adjacent to the pluton margin and the lower horizon.  The area is 
relatively small but structurally resembles the homoclinal foliation in the blocks.  Initially 
homoclinal foliations in the country rock may have been more extensive and has sense 
become detached to form the lower horizon.   
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 In most stoping examples, the cited origin of country rock blocks is the roof, 
which in this case seems unlikely.  U-Pb geochronology of zircons using SHRIMP 
demonstrates that much and perhaps all of the USL and USL porphyritic dikes had 
crystallized prior to formation of the block zone ~16.1-16.25 Ma .  A fine-grained quartz 
monzonite from the USL yielded two populations, a dominant age of 16.7-17.0 Ma and 
younger at 15.7-15.8 Ma (Cates et al., 2003).  An USL porphyry and a fine-grained dike, 
both at the top of the USL, both were dated at 16.5 ± 0.3 (Hodge et al., 2006).  Also roof 
rock such as northwest roof orthogneisses are apparently absent as blocks.  Other 
lithologies such as volcanic rock overlying the pluton and USL blocks are absent 
suggesting a non-roof origin 
Individual blocks are both vertically and horizontally separated by cumulate 
granitoid; suggesting that blocks were emplaced as individual blocks while cumulate was 
still being produced, or as matrix-supported debris flows (mixture of blocks, crystals, and 
melt).  We interpret that stoping occurred during short lived wall collapse events that 
occurred during a brief interval of time, between ~16.1-16.3 Ma, over the lifetime of the 
pluton which spans 15.8-17.7 Ma.  Blocks are observed toward the interior of the pluton 
as far as 5 km away from the north margin, where we suggest they originated, and appear 
to have traveled much further laterally then they did vertically.  Lateral transport 
mechanisms are needed to move large blocks a distance several times their own length.  
Possible mechanisms include gravity driven debris flows or creep (slow down slope 
movement of material under the influence of gravity).  It may be reasonable to suspect 
that the melt/mush interface would have had an initial slope because more cumulate was 
probably produced near the margin where it is cooler than in the interior of the pluton.  
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This is supported by some field evidence in the form of inclined blocks (relative to paleo-
subhorizontal) and local granitoid foliations near the margin that parallel the contact.  
Inclined granitoid foliation may have been more prominent earlier in the pluton’s history 
but may have been erased by processes such as filter pressing of a cumulate mush which 
would overprint a subhorizontal fabric, or perhaps by down slope mass wasting of 
cumulate by debris flows.   
Lateral transport of blocks by debris flow is the most likely mechanism and may 
be triggered by a number of processes.  They may be eruption related where blocks 
detach over or adjacent to a partially emptied chamber and onto cumulate mush which 
may become destabilized by impact.  Debris flows may also initiate by the failure of 
solidification fronts.  Solidification fronts form at margins of plutons, acting as buffers 
between country rock and melt.  Marsh (1996) describes over thickening of solidification 
fronts which causes them to become gravitationally unstable and to sag, tear, and 
eventually delaminate internally.  The removal of this buffer along the margin would 
create a greater density contrast between the country rock and melt which may result in 
detachment.  Evidence of failed solidification fronts may be destroyed within the flow by 
mechanical disaggregation and now make up cumulate.  Hawkins and Wiebe (2004) link 
stoping events to eruptions triggered by the influx of mafic magma.  This is possible; 
there are large mafic pods (several meters to ~2 km in size) present in the lower MSL and 
throughout the LSL, and they are especially abundant within and just above the block 
horizons.  The largest pod, which is just above this stratigraphic level, is interpreted as 
being slightly younger then the blocks rich zone based on a SHRIMP zircon age (15.9 ± 
0.3 Ma, Means et al., 2003).  
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 Field evidence suggests localized disaggregation of blocks.  Geochronology of 
zircons from granitoids surrounding blocks using LAM-ICMPS, reveal only a few 
percent inherited Proterozoic grains.  When compared to a sample collected 100s of 
meters from any known block, no inherited grains were found from one hundred analyzed 
zircons, and SHRIMP dated zircons (of >400 spots from ~20 samples, one Proterozoic 
grain was found), which have <<1 % inherited grains.  This suggests assimilation of 
blocks was quite small.  High Zr contents throughout the cumulate LSL suggest that melt 
was saturated in zircon and that zircon was accumulating; hence, zircon from 
disaggregated blocks should have survived and be evident in U-Pb analyses.  Zircon 
xenocrysts should be present throughout the contaminated portion of the pluton, just as 
they are immediately adjacent to the block (though even there, they are not abundant).  
The implication is that a vanishingly small fraction of the pluton is contaminated by 
disaggregated blocks. 
 In terms in pluton emplacement, local abundances of blocks are up to ~20 % 
exposure (within the most block-rich area of ~0.3 km2), but the fraction for the entire 
pluton is < 1 %.  The volumetric insignificance of block exposure, together with minimal 
evidence of contamination by blocks, suggests that stoping played a minor role in the 
emplacement process, apparently contributing <1 or 2% of the space.  Cauldron 
subsidence (i.e. piston model) has been proposed as the primary mechanism of 
emplacement for Searchlight pluton where country rock was displaced downward as a 
subsiding floor beneath a growing sheet or lens of magma (e.g. Miller et al., 1998; Miller 
et al., 1999; cf. Cruden, 2000; Cruden and McCaffrey, 2001).  The lack of domed 
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overlying strata and deformation of surrounding country rock excludes other 
emplacement models such as doming and ballooning. 
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CHAPTER V 
 
RESULTS:  PHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS 
 
 Experiments show that settling tabular blocks tend to rotate and become aligned 
with their long dimension vertical (Figure 26).  Regardless of the starting orientation 
(excluding initially vertical), blocks partially rotated toward vertical, suggesting that 
given sufficient time and settling distance, they would eventually fully rotate to vertical 
(a full rotation from horizontal to vertical was not achieved during the 30 cm settling 
distance).  Rotating blocks during settling also undergo a lateral translation roughly equal 
to there length (Figure 26).  For trials where blocks started with their long dimension 
vertical or near vertical, there was little or no rotation.   
 As a block approaches the bottom, its vertical speed decreases and it begins to 
deflect as the leading fluid layer interacts with the surface (Figure 27).  The rotation by 
boundary interaction occurs before the block contacts the surface.  Blocks rotate such that 
their long and intermediate axes become subparallel to the bottom surface.  Deflection 
also traps thin fluid sublayers beneath the block which allows the block to glide (Image 
G-J in Figure 27) (cf. Reynolds lubrication theory: e.g. Reynolds, 1886; Harbitz et al., 
2003).  Blocks that encounter the floor at high angles do not fully rotate before impacting 
the floor.  These blocks eventually settle onto their side.  For all trials, regardless of how 
objects settled through the fluid, the eventual deposition orientation was such that their 
long and intermediate axes parallel the floor. 
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Figure 26.  Time lapsed images of rotating block settling 30 cm (tick marks on scale = 1 
cm).  Blocks starts ~5° from horizontal (A) and ends ~60° from horizontal (H).  Also notice 
the lateral translation of the block toward the left.
~5°
~60°
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Figure 27.  Time lapsed images of block deflection (tick marks on scale = 1 cm).  Slope of 
floor is 15°.  Notice trapped fluid sublayer beneath block in images G and H.  
A) 0 sec
B) 10 sec
C) 20 sec
D) 30 sec
E) 40 sec
F) 50 sec
G) 60 sec
H) 70 sec
I) 390 sec
J) 690 sec
Trapped Sublayer
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 Experiments were conducted with a granular layer of 3 mm glass beads at the 
base of the tank.  Beads represented a cumulate mush and were used to address cumulate 
deformation and slope instability.  Our cumulate had a porosity approaching 26 %, which 
is the value for tightly packed spheres.  Experiments were not conducted at higher 
porosities because beads settled too quickly.  Our experiments showed that at low 
porosity, there was little deformation of cumulate mush by block impact (Figure 28).  
Block impact was able to destabilize cumulate on inclined surfaces >20°, which triggered 
a cascade of beads down slope (Figure 29). 
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Figure 28.  Block impacting a 1.5-2 cm thick cumulate mush.  Block caused little 
deformation of the mush.  Tick marks on scale = 1 cm.
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Figure 29.  Time lapsed images of metastable mush layer (~0.5cm thick) on a 25° 
slope.  Blocks impacted and destabilized the mush causing a debris flow.  Notice mush 
upslope from the blocks remains metastable.  Tick marks on scale = 1 cm.
Time = 0 sec
Time = 30 sec
Time = 60 sec
Metastable mush
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CHAPTER VI 
 
DISCUSSION PART II:  SETTLING AND DEPOSITION OF BLOCKS 
 
 
 During settling experiments at low Reynolds numbers, we show that angular 
tabular objects tend to have a vertical settling orientation.  We suggest that rotation is 
because fluid shear is focused on the trailing part of the downward facing surface of the 
block where flow lines are converging.  This counters with what Bernoulli’s principle 
predicts, where converging flow on the trailing part of the downward surface would 
create a pressure drop causing a rotation toward horizontal.  It appears that fluid shear 
dominates over the pressure differential due to converging flow and induces a torque 
rotating the block vertical. 
 We propose that block foliation alignment is related to the preferential deposition 
of tabular objects.  In many stoping examples, country rock blocks would not posses the 
same geometric or structural orientation in space because of the randomness of deposition 
after settling.  For an equidimensional object like a cubic block, there is an equal 
probability of landing on any face, similar to a dice.  Any internal structures between 
different cubic blocks would appear discordant because no single face would be 
preferentially selected.  For tabular objects, the larger surfaces will be preferentially 
selected for deposition.  The selection of the larger faces gives tabular blocks a geometric 
alignment and because block geometry is controlled by its internal foliation, the foliations 
between blocks now subparallel each other (Figure 30).  Blocks that fail to completely 
rotate before they encounter the bottom eventually settle onto their large surface, 
suggesting that regardless of how tabular objects settle through a liquid column, their 
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Figure 30.  Simplified sketch showing a tabular block settling through a melt rich zone and 
onto a magmatic mush.  After deposition, blocks possess a subparallel alignment of both 
their geometric shape and foliation.
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eventual resting orientation is the same with their long and intermediate axes parallel to 
the bottom.  The deposition orientation of tabular blocks is critical to Searchlight blocks 
because it provides a reasonable explanation for concordant block geometry and 
foliations between blocks (Figure 30). 
 Experiments show that block rotation by boundary interaction, traps a fluid 
sublayer beneath the block.  The amount of rotation depends on particle Re number, the 
angle at which the block encounters the floor, and the slope of the floor.  This sublayer is 
a thin viscous film that may play a significant role in down slope motion (Figure 27).  On 
slopes, the viscous fluid sublayer becomes a lubricant and decreases the friction that 
would otherwise occur by a solid to solid contact (Reynolds Lubrication Theory; 
Reynolds, 1886), and allow for hydroplaning (Harbitz et al., 2003).  This may also 
contribute to the lateral transport of blocks away from the north margin. 
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CHAPTER VII 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 The characteristics of the xenolithic block horizon within the Searchlight pluton 
are consistent with repeated episodes of collapse of wall blocks and downward transport 
through a crystal-poor magma before coming to rest onto a cumulate mush.  Blocks 
appear to have been emplaced as individual blocks while host cumulate was still being 
deposited, or as matrix-supported debris flows which may have laterally transported 
blocks away from the north margin (their proposed source).  Though locally abundant, 
blocks only constitute <1% of the entire exposed pluton, suggesting that they played a 
minor role in the emplacement process.  Stoping is also consistent with previous 
interpretations of the middle and lower Searchlight units as complementary melt-rich and 
crystal-rich (i.e. cumulate mush) segregations (Bachl et al., 2001; Miller and Miller, 
2002), and of cauldron subsidence (i.e. piston model) as the primary emplacement 
mechanism (e.g. Miller et al., 1998; Miller et al., 1999).  Neither of these interpretations 
is consistent with the blocks representing a panel of in situ wall rock (a screen) that 
divided separately emplaced portions of the pluton. 
 Scaled settling experiments suggest that tabular blocks tend to settle with their 
long dimension vertical and to deposit with their long and intermediate axes parallel to 
the floor.  Blocks with a geometry controlled by foliation would then on average possess 
a subparallel alignment of both their geometric shape and foliation; and this fabric would 
parallel depositional and the fabric in host cumulate, which is observed at Searchlight 
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pluton.  Experiments also show that fluid sublayers may become trapped beneath blocks 
and allow hydroplaning which may also contribute to their lateral transport, consistent 
with location of blocks up to several km from their proposed source at the pluton wall. 
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APPENDIX A: 
 
PETROGRAPHIC TABLE 
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qtz
kspa
r plag biot hbl cpx op sph gar
06DSL02a
porphyritic 
dike in 
country rock
LSL porphryritic 
dike
35° 32.757' 
114° 50.079'
dike in north 
margin 15 15 40 10 15 1 2 ap, zr low: ser
cut perpendicular to 
deformation
porphyritic: fine grained groundmass w/ medium grained subhedral-euhedral
oscillitory zoned plag phenos (45%).  Ca-Plag rich.  Ribboned bio and hbl. 
Euhedral sph and interstitial qtz.
06DSL02b
porphyritic 
dike in 
country rock
LSL porphryritic 
dike
35° 32.757' 
114° 50.079'
dike in north 
margin 15 20 40 12 10 1 2 ap, zr low: ser
lineation
porphyritic: fine grained groundmass w/ medium grained subhedral-euhedral
oscillitory zoned plag phenos (40%).  Ca-Plag rich.  Ribboned bio and hbl. 
Euhedral sph and interstitial qtz.
06DSL05 block
quartzofeldspat
hic biotite 
paragneiss
block in LSL 25 20 30 20 5 zr low: chl foliation fine-grained equigranular with thin luecocratic layers of sutured qtz and plag,poikiolitic k-spar, and undulatory qtz
06DSL10 block
pyroxene 
amphibolite
35° 31.089' 
114° 49.597' block in LSL 20 50 30 op, qtz mod: ep, chl
foliation fine-grained granoblastic pyroxene plag amphibolite.
06DSL12
N-margin 
country rock
quartzofeldspat
hic biotite 
paragneiss
35° 33.521' 
114° 50.295' north margin 20 13 40 25 2 zr, ap
high: chl, 
ep, ser
foliation
finegrained groundmass with relict anhedral plag phenos (15%).  Zoned 
plag. Ribboned bio.  Leucocratic zones of sutured qtz and plag.
06DSL13
N-margin 
country rock
quartzofeldspat
hic garnet 
paragneiss
35° 33.571' 
114° 50.573' north margin 20 35 15 10 5 10 5 zr
mod: ser, 
chl
foliation
Porphyroblastic quartzofeldspathic garnet gneiss with medium grained K-
spars, garnets being replaced by chlorite, mag, and bio and interstitial qtz
06DSL15a
country rock 
(NW roof) orthogneiss
35° 32.023' 
114° 52.046'
representative 
of talus pile 20 25 35 20 op, zr
high: ser, 
chl
foliation
porphyritic: fine-grain groundmass with medium grained anhedral 
porphyroblastic feldspars (15%). Ribboned bio layering with thin leucoratic 
layers of sutured qtz and plag.
06DSL15b
country rock 
(NW roof) orthogneiss
35° 32.023' 
114° 52.046'
representative 
of talus pile 25 35 25 10 4 1 zr, op, ap
high: ser, 
chl
foliation
Porphyroblastic with coarse grained anhedral K-spar with recrystallized 
augen tails(relict phenos) (20 %).  K-spars are more rounded.Poikioblastic 
zoned plag, perthitic K-spar, ribboned bio.  Thin leucocractic zones of 
sutured qtz and plag.
06DSL16
N-margin 
country rock Amphibolite
35° 33.013' 
114° 50.893' North Margin 40 5 40 10 5 qtz, ap high: ep, chl
foliation fine-grained granoblastic plag pyroxene amphibolite.
06DSL18 block
quartzofeldspat
hic biotite 
paragneiss
35° 30.795' 
114° 49.496'
lower horizon 
(south) 20 35 25 15 5 zr, ap low: ser, chl
foliation fine-grained granoblastic quartzofeldspathic gneiss
06DSL22
country rock 
(SW roof)
Augen 
orthogneiss
35° 24.312' 
114° 51.522' Tip Top Well 20 30 25 20 4 1 op, ap, zr, hem
high: chl, 
ser, ep
foliation
coarse-grained gneiss with characteristic elliptical (augen) feldspars (~25%),
normally K-spar, with ribboned bio and qtz.  K-spars are poikioblastic with 
undulatory qtz rims.
accessories alteration Texture Petrographic Description
Mineral Assemblage (Modal Amount)
Sample Unit Rock Name Location Descriptive 
Location
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qtz
kspa
r plag biot hbl cpx op sph gar
06DSL23 block
quartzofeldspat
hic paragneiss
35° 32.298' 
114° 49.552' near camp 28 45 20 5 2 zr low: ser
foliation
Fine-grained with leucoratic layers of sutured qtz and felspar, (somewhat 
coarser).  Poikiolitic K-spar, and undulatory qtz.
06DSL26 block
quartzofeldspat
hic paragneiss
35° 32.307' 
114° 50.327' near camp 30 40 25 5 zr, ap low: ser, chl
foliation
porphyroclastic: fine-grained groundmass (~40%) with medium grained 
anhedral feldspars with luecoratic zones of sutured qtz and plag.  Ribboned 
bio, poikiolitic K-spar, and interstitial qtz.
06DSL30 LSL qtz monzonite
35° 31.573' 
114° 49.500'
base of lower 
horizon 8 30 45 12 3 1 1 ap, zr low: ser, chl
weakly foliated coarse-grained nearly equigranular, with zoned plag, interstital qtz
06DSL33 block
porphyritic 
strained 
granitoid
35° 32.044' 
114° 50.137' near "big dike" 13 30 45 10 1 1 sph, ap, zr
low: ser, 
chl, ep
lineated
pophyritic: fine-grained groundmass with medium-grained subhedral 
feldspars (15%),zoned plag, poikiolitic K-spar, interstital qtz
06DSL34 block Leucogranite
35° 31.942' 
114° 50.064' near "big dike" 27 45 25 3 op, zr low: ser, chl
foliation
porphyritic: fine grained groundmass w/ med grained recrystallized qtz, 
perthitic K-spar
06DSL35 block
quartzofeldspat
hic biotite 
paragneiss
35° 31.765' 
114° 49.800'
lower horizon 
down wash 15 20 35 25 5 zr, ap low: ser, chl
foliation
quartzofeldspathic biotite gneiss with coarse grained poikioblastic K-
feldspars (5%) and ~1cm thick leucocratic zones of sutured qtz and plag. 
Bio layering.
06DSL40 LSL qtz monzonite
35° 31.930' 
114° 49.998'
.5 m beneath 
block 10 45 30 10 3 1 1 ap, zr, all low: ser
weakly foliated 
elongated feldspars
Medium-coarse grained.  Perthitic K-spar and poikiolitic plag.
06DSL41a 
(Large Slide)
block 
(gneiss)
quartzofeldspat
hic biotite 
paragneiss
35° 31.745' 
114° 49.722'
base of block 
with granitoid 
sills
25 30 25 18 1 1 op, sph, zr, ap low: ser, chl foliation
porphyritic: fine-grained groundmass with medium grained anhedral oscill. 
zoned feldspars (~5-10%) either mechanicaly injected or possibly relict 
phenos; poikiolitic hbl
06DSL41a 
(Large Slide)
block 
(granitoid 
sill)
LSL granitoid 
sill
35° 31.745' 
114° 49.722'
base of block 
with granitoid 
sills
10 35 55 8 2 sph, zr, ap low: ser, chl foliated elongated feldspars
medium grained; subhedral-euhedral feldpsars; poikiolitic k-spar and hbl; 
both feldpars show zoning; euhedral sph; some anhedral zoned feldpars 
enclosed by gneiss
06DSL41a 
(Large Slide)
block 
(granitoid 
sill)
LSL 
fractionated sill
35° 31.745' 
114° 49.722'
base of block 
with granitoid 
sills
24 45 30 1 hbl, sph, op, ap low: chl, ser none fine-grained with fine-medium grained anhedral feldspars (~10%) that some show oscill zoning; poikiolitic plag; euhedral sph; magmatic fabric
06DSL41b 
(Large Slide)
block 
(gneiss)
quartzofeldspat
hic biotite 
gneiss
35° 31.745' 
114° 49.722'
base of block 
with granitoid 
sills
20 30 35 22 3 op, sph, zr, ap low: ser, chl foliation
porphyritic: fine-grained groundmass with medium grained anhedral oscill. 
zoned feldspars (~5-10%) either mechanicaly injected or possibly relict 
phenos; poikiolitic hbl
Texture Petrographic DescriptionDescriptive 
Location
Mineral Assemblage (Modal Amount)
accessories alterationSample Unit Rock Name Location
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qtz kspa
r
plag biot hbl cpx op sph gar
06DSL41b 
(Large Slide)
block 
(granitoid 
sill)
LSL cumulate 
granitoid sill
35° 31.745' 
114° 49.722'
base of block 
with granitoid 
sills
8 30 50 9 2 1 sph, zr, ap low: ser, chl foliated elongated feldspars
medium grained; subhedral-euhedral feldpsars; poikiolitic k-spar and hbl; 
both feldpars show zoning; euhedral sph; some anhedral zoned feldpars 
enclosed by gneiss
06DSL41b 
(Large Slide)
block 
(granitoid 
sill)
LSL 
fractionated sill
35° 31.745' 
114° 49.722'
base of block 
with granitoid 
sills
20 45 33 2 op, zr low: ser, chl none fine-grained; anhedral-subhedral feldpars; oscill. zoned feldspars; poikiolitic plag; euhedral bio; euhedral sph; magmatic fabric
06DSL43
country rock 
(NW roof) orthogneiss
35° 31.169' 
114° 52.429'
representative 
from talus pile 23 40 30 4 2 1 zr low: chl, ser
none
porphyritic: fine-grained quartz groundmass with fine-medium grained 
anhedral feldspars (~10%).  Thin leucocratic zones with suuted qtz and 
feldspar.
05DSL03a 
(granitoid)
block & LSL 
contact qtz monzonite
35° 32.003' 
114° 50.349'
poster boy 
block 8 58 25 8 1 sph, zr, ap low: ser, chl
none
medium-grained; tabular zoned subhedral plag; subhedral k-spar; interstital 
qtz.  Coarse anhedral k-spars at contact with gneiss. 
05DSL03a 
(gneiss)
block & LSL 
contact
quartzofeldspat
hic paragneiss
35° 32.003' 
114° 50.349'
poster boy 
block 25 35 30 10 op, ap, zr low: ser 
foliation
porphyritic; fine-grained groundmass with medium-grained anhedral oscill. 
zoned feldspars (~5%) (magmatic).  Monazite rimmed by apatite.  Interstital 
qtz.
05DSL03b 
(granitoid)
block & LSL 
contact qtz monzonite
35° 32.003' 
114° 50.349'
poster boy 
block 10 50 30 8 2 sph, zr, ap low: ser, chl
none
medium-grained; tabular zoned subhedral plag; subhedral k-spar; interstital 
qtz.  Coarse anhedral k-spars at contact with gneiss. 
05DSL03b 
(gneiss)
block & LSL 
contact
quartzofeldspat
hic paragneiss
35° 32.003' 
114° 50.349'
poster boy 
block 20 45 20 14 1 op, ap, zr low: ser 
foliation
porphyritic; fine-grained groundmass with medium-grained anhedral oscill. 
zoned feldspars (~5%) (magmatic).  Monazite rimmed by apatite.  Interstital 
qtz.
05DSL12 block
grey mylonitic 
paragneiss
35° 30' 55.9'' 
114° 49' 36.9''
lower horizon 
block south 30 20 20 12 18 op, ap, zr mod: ep, chl
lineation
fine grained equigranular recovered mylonite with recrystallized qtz and 
poikilitic hbl
05DSL12b block
grey mylonitic 
paragneiss
35° 30' 55.9'' 
114° 49' 36.9''
lower horizon 
block south 30 20 20 12 18 op, ap, zr mod: ep, chl
cut perpendicular to 
lineation
fine grained equigranular recovered mylonite with recrystallized qtz and 
poikilitic hbl
05DSL15 LSL qtz monzonite
lower horizon 
down big wash 10 30 50 8 1 1 ap, zr low: ser, chl
none
porphyritic: fine-grained groundmass of intersitial qtz; medium-grained; 
oscill. zoned plag and k-spar; euhedral sphene; no mafic foliation but weak 
alignment of elongated feldspars
Texture Petrographic DescriptionSample Unit Rock Name Location
Descriptive 
Location
Mineral Assemblage (Modal Amount)
accessories alteration
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qtz
kspa
r plag biot hbl cpx op sph gar
05DSL15a LSL qtz monzonite
lower horizon 
down big wash 11 28 50 9 1 1 ap, zr low: ser, chl
none
porphyritic: fine-grained groundmass of intersitial qtz; medium-grained; 
oscill. zoned plag and poikiolitic k-spar; euhedral sphene; no mafic foliation 
but weak alignment of elongated feldspars
05DSL17 
(granitoid)
block & LSL 
contact qtz monzonite
35° 31' 42.5'' 
114° 49' 41.7''
lower horizon 
block 12 40 40 8 op, ap, zr low: ser, chl
Weak foliation of  
elongated feldspars
medium-grained; tabular zoned subhedral plag; subhedral k-spar; interstital 
undulatory qtz.
05DSL17 
(gneiss)
block & LSL 
contact
quartzofeldspat
hic gneiss
35° 31' 42.5'' 
114° 49' 41.7''
lower horizon 
block 30 40 27 3 op low: chl
foliation
porphyritic: fine-grained groundmass with medium-grained anhedral feldspar
phenos (~5%); with medium-grained leucocratic zones of sutured qtz and 
feldspar.
05DSL18z LSL qtz monzonite
35° 31' 43.8'' 
114° 49' 36.8''
LSL 6'' 
beneath block 12 35 35 15 1 1 1 zr, ap, al low: chl, ser
weak foliation of bio 
and elongated 
feldspars
porphyritic: fine to medium-grained groundmass with medium-coarse 
euhedral feldspars; oscill zoned plag; perthitic k-spar; and intersitial qtz
05DSL21z block
grey mylonitic 
paragneiss
35° 30' 55.9'' 
114° 49' 36.9''
lower horizon 
block south 20 25 27 18 9  1 ap, zr, hem, al low: ep
strong lineation
fine-grained equidgranular recovered mylonite with recrystallized qtz. 
Alignment of bio and hbl.  Medium-grained relict zoned plag porphyoclasts 
(5%).
05DSL21b block
grey mylonitic 
paragneiss
35° 30' 55.9'' 
114° 49' 36.9''
lower horizon 
block south 20 25 30 15 9  1 ap, zr, hem, al low: ep
Cut perpendicular to 
lineation
fine-grained equidgranular recovered mylonite with recrystallized qtz. 
Alignment of bio and hbl.  Medium-grained relict zoned plag porphyoclasts 
(5%).
05DSL23z MSL granite
35° 30' 51.1'' 
114° 49' 54.3''
about on the 
MSL / LSL 
contact
25 40 30 4 1 sph, ap, zr low: chl none med-coarse grained; zoned subhedral-euhedral plag; poikiolitic subhedral-euhedral k-spar; and euhedral sphene
05DSL24z MSL granite
35° 30' 50.5'' 
114° 50' 5.4''
just above 
MSL and LSL 
contact
30 35 33 2 op, ap, zr low: ser none med-coarse grained; zoned subhedral-euhedral plag; perthitic subhedral-euhedral k-spar
05DSL26 block
quartzofeldspat
hic paragneiss
35° 32' 1.3'' 
114° 49' 53.6'' 23 25 35 12 5 zr low: chl, ser
foliation
fine-grained equigranular with bio layers, luecoratic layers with sutured qtz 
and feldspars, and undulatory qtz
05DSL27 block
quartzofeldspat
hic paragneiss
35° 32' 1.1'' 
114° 49' 52.4''
near base of 
block 30 20 35 10 3 2 zr
high: ser, 
chl
foliation
fine-grained equigranular with bio layers, leucoratic layers with sutured qtz 
and feldspars, and undulatory qtz
05DSL29 block luecogranite
35° 32' 45.5'' 
114° 49' 47.2'' 40 24 35 1 bio, ap, zr, al
foliation
fine-grained mildly recovered mylonite with 0.5-1 cm porphyroclasts of 
feldspars some with intact cores and recrystallized tails. Ribboned bio and 
qtz.  Thin bio layers, Sutured qtz layers.
Texture Petrographic DescriptionSample Unit Rock Name Location Descriptive 
Location
Mineral Assemblage (Modal Amount)
accessories alteration
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qtz
kspa
r plag biot hbl cpx op sph gar
05DSL34a 
(granitoid)
block & LSL 
contact qtz monzonite
35° 32' 1.7'' 
114° 49' 49.5''
base of lower 
horizon block 9 40 40 8 2 1 op, zr, ap low: ser
coarse feldpars 
parallel contact
Medium-coarse grained; subhedral-euhedral poikiolitic K-feldspar; oscill 
zoned plag; euhedral sphene
05DSL34a 
(gneiss)
block & LSL 
contact
quartzofeldspat
hic paragneiss
35° 32' 1.7'' 
114° 49' 49.5''
base of lower 
horizon block 25 28 35 10 2 zr, ap low: ser, chl
foliation
fine-grained equigranular with bio layers; containes ~30% magmatic 
subhedral K-felspar and zoned plag
05DSL36 LSL qtz monzonite
35° 30' 15.3'' 
114° 48' 52.4''
top granite of 
block 5 35 45 13 2 1 sph, ap, zr low: ser
medium-grained; subhedral-euhedral zoned plag; subhedral-euhedral 
perthitic k-spar; euhedral sphene; interstital qtz.  Weak alignment of 
elongated feldpars, no mafic foliation.
05DSL37
country rock 
(NW roof)
mylonitic 
orthogneiss
35° 31' 28.5'' 
114° 52' 2.9''
miner camp 
near big mine 30 45 15 9 1 zr, ap, al low: ser, chl
mylonitic
Porphyroclastic: fine-grained mylonitic fabric; ribboned bio and qtz; thin bio 
layers; medium-grained recystallized qtz layers with polygonal boundaries; 
medium-grained porphyroclasts of K-fledspar (~10%) with recryst tails; 
pokiolitic K-spar
05DSL38 LSL qtz monzonite
35° 30' 15.3'' 
114° 48' 52.4''
top granite of 
block 8 32 50 9 1 op, sph, zr, ap low: ser, chl
medium-grained; subhedral-euhedral zoned plag; subhedral-euhedral 
perthitic k-spar; euhedral sphene; interstital qtz.  Weak alignment of 
elongated feldpars, no mafic foliation.
05DSL39
country rock 
(SW roof)
Augen 
orthogneiss Tip Top Well 20 45 35 8 2 zr, hem
high: chl, 
ser, musc
foliation
coarse-grained gneiss with characteristic elliptical (augen) feldspars (~25%),
normally K-spar, with ribboned bio, op.  K-spars are poikioblastic with 
undulatory qtz rims.  Luecocratic zones of sutured qtz.
Texture Petrographic DescriptionSample Unit Rock Name Location Descriptive 
Location
Mineral Assemblage (Modal Amount)
accessories alteration
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APPENDIX B: 
 
U-Pb GEOCHRONOLOGY AND CATHODOLUMINESCENCE IMAGES OF 
SHRIMP ZIRCONS FROM SEARCHLIGHT PLUTON 
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Spot Name
% comm
206 ppm U ppm Th
232Th
/238U
207corr
206Pb
/238U
Age
1σ
err
7corr
206Pb
/238U
1σ
err
Total
238
/206
%
err
Total
207
/206
%
err
DSL22-1.1T 75.56 272.26 245.89 0.93 18.35 2.71 0.00285 0.000422 85.75 2.37 0.64 4.01
DSL22-1.2C 2.99 123.63 134.50 1.12 16.13 0.65 0.00250 0.000102 387.32 3.80 0.07 15.70
DSL22-2.1T 0.65 529.38 631.27 1.23 15.91 0.31 0.00247 0.000049 401.98 1.87 0.05 9.00
DSL22-3.1T 0.72 598.19 761.08 1.31 16.11 0.29 0.00250 0.000046 396.91 1.74 0.05 8.51
DSL22-4.1T 1.21 116.59 120.96 1.07 17.62 0.69 0.00274 0.000108 360.92 3.74 0.06 17.54
DSL22-5.1C -0.28 149.78 236.52 1.63 15.78 0.60 0.00245 0.000093 409.08 3.58 0.04 23.24
DSL22-6.1T 1.39 173.51 213.23 1.27 16.49 0.55 0.00256 0.000085 385.08 3.15 0.06 14.67
DSL22-7.1C -0.71 446.72 1287.76 2.98 17.36 0.35 0.00270 0.000055 373.40 1.94 0.04 11.57
DSL22-7.2T -0.27 254.34 325.08 1.32 15.81 0.44 0.00246 0.000069 408.31 2.67 0.04 14.26
DSL22-8.1T 1.28 513.07 601.73 1.21 17.16 0.33 0.00267 0.000051 370.31 1.82 0.06 8.44
DSL22-9.1T 0.15 206.32 220.63 1.10 16.64 0.51 0.00259 0.000080 386.24 2.94 0.05 15.12
DSL22-10.1T 7.30 195.47 212.66 1.12 15.55 0.54 0.00242 0.000083 383.81 3.08 0.10 10.81
DSL22-11.1T 1.38 350.83 487.96 1.44 16.59 0.38 0.00258 0.000059 382.69 2.17 0.06 10.04
DSL22-12.1T 0.99 310.47 369.06 1.23 16.43 0.40 0.00255 0.000063 387.98 2.33 0.05 11.21
DSL22-13.1C 1.87 138.46 199.05 1.49 16.73 0.61 0.00260 0.000094 377.69 3.42 0.06 15.45
DSL22-14.1T 0.73 288.96 256.22 0.92 16.16 0.41 0.00251 0.000064 395.60 2.44 0.05 11.73
DSL22-14.2C 6.52 69.35 133.68 1.99 16.88 0.87 0.00262 0.000136 356.54 4.62 0.10 17.79
DSL22-15.1C 6.04 91.93 132.20 1.49 15.85 0.78 0.00246 0.000121 381.70 4.39 0.09 17.48
DSL22-16.1T -0.13 317.79 402.32 1.31 16.25 0.42 0.00252 0.000066 396.81 2.50 0.05 12.94
DSL22-15.1T -0.62 239.48 248.93 1.07 16.89 0.50 0.00262 0.000077 383.57 2.79 0.04 18.29
DSL22-17.1R 2.97 225.82 218.90 1.00 15.77 0.49 0.00245 0.000076 396.07 2.90 0.07 12.55
DSL22-17.2C 76.19 129.27 217.28 1.74 17.16 2.26 0.00267 0.000352 89.33 1.90 0.65 3.36
DSL22-18.1C 4.66 73.61 113.67 1.60 14.88 0.80 0.00231 0.000124 412.54 4.96 0.08 18.65
DSL22-19.1 0.13 244.54 424.13 1.79 16.00 0.47 0.00248 0.000072 401.91 2.78 0.05 14.55
DSL22-20.1i 1.82 317.32 543.12 1.77 16.14 0.42 0.00251 0.000065 391.56 2.42 0.06 11.56
DSL22-21.1T 2.31 143.68 116.31 0.84 14.87 0.60 0.00231 0.000094 423.09 3.64 0.06 21.40
DSL24-1.1T 1.49 308.20 500.42 1.68 15.84 0.40 0.00246 0.000062 400.46 2.37 0.06 10.97
DSL24-2.1 3.21 276.22 359.27 1.34 16.45 0.39 0.00255 0.000060 378.85 2.13 0.07 10.98
DSL24-2.2 1.35 221.52 375.12 1.75 15.83 0.40 0.00246 0.000062 401.17 2.38 0.06 11.57
DSL24-3.1T 0.16 1747.90 3821.61 2.26 16.33 0.15 0.00254 0.000023 393.59 0.87 0.05 4.40
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Spot Name
% comm
206 ppm U ppm Th
232Th
/238U
207corr
206Pb
/238U
Age
1σ
err
7corr
206Pb
/238U
1σ
err
Total
238
/206
%
err
Total
207
/206
%
err
DSL24-4.1T -0.07 240.39 327.03 1.41 16.40 0.41 0.00255 0.000064 392.90 2.31 0.05 17.39
DSL24-5.1T 1.38 197.58 224.68 1.18 15.42 0.43 0.00240 0.000066 411.72 2.63 0.06 12.07
DSL24-5.2C 0.03 127.76 218.36 1.77 16.52 0.57 0.00257 0.000089 389.66 3.27 0.05 18.89
DSL24-6.1C 30.53 145.45 292.31 2.08 16.20 0.92 0.00252 0.000142 276.08 4.60 0.29 6.08
DSL24-7.1T 0.01 288.13 326.68 1.17 16.32 0.36 0.00253 0.000056 394.43 2.11 0.05 11.04
DSL24-8.1T 1.06 237.26 249.66 1.09 15.78 0.39 0.00245 0.000061 403.58 2.30 0.05 12.75
DSL24-9.1T 0.02 585.04 2137.10 3.77 15.26 0.24 0.00237 0.000038 421.74 1.52 0.05 8.23
DSL24-10.1T 0.13 172.94 157.22 0.94 15.69 0.45 0.00244 0.000070 409.77 2.73 0.05 14.28
DSL24-10.2C 1.52 134.34 282.05 2.17 16.27 0.53 0.00253 0.000082 389.58 3.06 0.06 13.83
DSL24-11.1T -0.15 245.47 296.31 1.25 15.63 0.39 0.00243 0.000061 412.41 2.36 0.05 14.12
DSL24-12.1R 2.76 164.25 328.07 2.06 15.71 0.47 0.00244 0.000074 398.58 2.82 0.07 12.19
DSL24-13.1R 3.56 93.29 170.66 1.89 15.50 0.63 0.00241 0.000097 400.55 3.73 0.07 15.87
DSL24-14.1T 1.22 248.49 304.32 1.27 15.27 0.38 0.00237 0.000058 416.43 2.32 0.06 11.22
DSL24-15.1T 2.13 249.24 227.15 0.94 16.31 0.39 0.00253 0.000060 386.47 2.23 0.06 9.96
DSL24-16.1C 0.30 368.35 1097.07 3.08 16.44 0.32 0.00255 0.000050 390.36 1.86 0.05 9.34
DSL24-17.1R -0.53 406.08 520.42 1.32 16.34 0.31 0.00254 0.000048 396.00 1.84 0.04 9.75
DSL24-18.1T 0.57 370.54 834.51 2.33 15.87 0.32 0.00246 0.000050 403.41 1.87 0.05 11.41
DSL24-19.1T 0.48 359.21 446.69 1.28 15.84 0.31 0.00246 0.000048 404.48 1.88 0.05 9.17
DSL24-20.1C 2.28 68.41 152.54 2.30 16.98 0.79 0.00264 0.000122 370.56 4.37 0.06 18.23
DSL02-1.1R 1.36 181.61 142.69 0.81 16.03 0.50 0.00249 0.000078 396.32 2.93 0.06 14.94
DSL02-2.1R 1.37 282.46 269.36 0.99 17.18 0.43 0.00267 0.000067 369.62 2.33 0.06 12.00
DSL02-2.2C -1.11 244.83 188.06 0.79 17.05 0.43 0.00265 0.000068 381.79 2.47 0.04 13.90
DSL02-3.1R 0.00 252.90 237.95 0.97 17.48 0.43 0.00271 0.000067 368.37 2.38 0.05 10.75
DSL02-4.1R 5.95 297.78 246.15 0.85 15.96 0.41 0.00248 0.000063 379.40 2.24 0.09 9.13
DSL02-5.1R 2.68 181.68 162.89 0.93 15.78 0.48 0.00245 0.000075 397.09 2.90 0.07 11.55
DSL02-5.2C 0.63 787.49 1124.21 1.48 17.49 0.26 0.00272 0.000040 365.84 1.42 0.05 6.31
DSL02-6.1R 0.67 278.62 208.02 0.77 16.22 0.39 0.00252 0.000061 394.34 2.33 0.05 10.36
DSL02-6.2C 0.22 234.83 156.45 0.69 17.59 0.47 0.00273 0.000073 365.16 2.56 0.05 11.76
DSL02-7.1R 0.32 352.79 436.62 1.28 16.54 0.35 0.00257 0.000054 387.88 2.03 0.05 9.50
DSL02-8.1R 1.09 137.34 104.75 0.79 17.30 0.58 0.00269 0.000090 368.06 3.20 0.06 14.94
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206 ppm U ppm Th
232Th
/238U
207corr
206Pb
/238U
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1σ
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7corr
206Pb
/238U
1σ
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Total
238
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/206
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DSL02-9.1R 0.56 252.21 235.68 0.97 15.94 0.49 0.00248 0.000076 401.68 2.98 0.05 11.42
DSL02-10.1C 0.83 447.60 286.37 0.66 16.84 0.37 0.00262 0.000057 379.08 2.09 0.05 9.97
DSL02-11.1T 1.03 197.94 151.97 0.79 16.99 0.51 0.00264 0.000080 375.02 2.75 0.05 17.76
DSL02-12.1C 1.19 459.34 328.66 0.74 17.38 0.35 0.00270 0.000054 366.10 1.91 0.06 7.78
DSL02-12.2R -1.11 236.36 219.20 0.96 18.51 0.47 0.00287 0.000072 351.72 2.45 0.04 12.37
DSL02-13.1T 1.19 297.70 260.27 0.90 17.79 0.42 0.00276 0.000065 357.59 2.26 0.06 9.79
DSL02-14.1T 0.29 201.75 138.14 0.71 17.47 0.48 0.00271 0.000075 367.42 2.67 0.05 12.26
DSL30-1.1R 1.65 266.63 419.46 1.63 16.31 0.41 0.00253 0.000063 388.12 2.37 0.06 10.28
DSL30-2.1R 1.60 108.99 114.28 1.08 15.18 0.63 0.00236 0.000099 417.40 3.92 0.06 19.19
DSL30-2.2C 3.41 70.66 127.19 1.86 15.74 0.78 0.00244 0.000121 395.21 4.64 0.07 18.04
DSL30-3.1R 3.95 216.03 228.34 1.09 16.80 0.46 0.00261 0.000072 368.02 2.55 0.08 9.41
DSL30-4.1IR 5.20 113.87 127.98 1.16 14.71 0.67 0.00228 0.000104 415.10 3.85 0.09 20.79
DSL30-4.2C 1.94 94.51 160.45 1.75 16.37 0.69 0.00254 0.000108 385.55 4.02 0.06 16.31
DSL30-4.3R 2.47 64.13 40.66 0.66 16.25 0.86 0.00252 0.000133 386.48 5.01 0.07 19.26
DSL30-5.1IR 1.01 176.03 174.37 1.02 15.87 0.51 0.00247 0.000079 401.55 3.08 0.05 13.07
DSL30-5.2C 4.92 74.80 123.27 1.70 15.26 0.78 0.00237 0.000121 401.28 4.75 0.09 16.33
DSL30-6.1R 1.32 247.12 337.56 1.41 16.14 0.43 0.00251 0.000067 393.74 2.55 0.06 11.20
DSL30-7.1C -0.20 68.89 89.91 1.35 16.53 0.84 0.00257 0.000130 390.19 4.76 0.04 30.89
DSL30-8.1IR 3.17 81.45 99.84 1.27 15.45 0.73 0.00240 0.000113 403.41 4.45 0.07 16.68
DSL30-8.2RT 2.98 78.47 57.52 0.76 16.61 0.78 0.00258 0.000121 376.04 4.42 0.07 16.80
DSL30-9.1R 0.80 169.96 192.96 1.17 16.48 0.51 0.00256 0.000080 387.63 2.99 0.05 13.15
DSL30-10.1R 0.10 274.69 334.22 1.26 17.29 0.45 0.00268 0.000070 372.08 2.40 0.05 16.97
DSL30-11.1R 0.98 163.37 168.09 1.06 16.79 0.55 0.00261 0.000085 379.65 3.11 0.05 13.50
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Cathodoluminescence images of 05DSL22 zircons.  Ages are shown in Ma and are 
206Pb/238U.  Errors are 1 sigma.
 
1.1T:  18.35 ± 2.71 Ma
1.2C:  16.13 ± 0.65 Ma 2.1T:  15.91 ± 0.31 Ma
3.1T:  16.11 ± 0.29 Ma
4.1T:  17.62 ± 0.69 Ma
5.1C:  15.78 ± 0.60 Ma
6.1T:  16.49 ± 0.55 Ma
7.1C:  17.36 ± 0.35 Ma
7.2T:  15.81 ± 0.44 Ma
8.1T:  17.16 ± 0.33 Ma
9.1T:  16.64 ± 0.51 Ma
10.1T:  15.55 ± 0.54 Ma
11.1T:  16.59 ± 0.38 Ma
12.1T:  16.43 ± 0.40 Ma
13.1C:  16.73 ± 0.61 Ma
14.1T:  16.16 ± 0.41 Ma
14.2C:  16.88 ± 0.87 Ma
15.1C:  15.85 ± 0.78 Ma
15.1T:  16.89 ± 0.50 Ma
16.1T:  16.25 ± 0.42 Ma
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Cathodoluminescence images of 05DSL22 zircons.  Ages are shown in Ma and are 
206Pb/238U.  Errors are 1 sigma.
 
17.1R:  15.77 ± 0.49 Ma
17.2C:  17.16 ± 2.26 Ma
18.1C:  14.88 ± 0.80 Ma
19.1C:  16.00 ± 0.47 Ma
20.1i:  16.14 ± 0.42 Ma
21.1T:  14.87 ± 0.60 Ma
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Cathodoluminescence images of 05DSL24 zircons.  Ages are shown in Ma and are 
206Pb/238U.  Errors are 1 sigma.
 
1.1T:  15.84 ± 0.40 Ma
2.1T:  16.45 ± 0.39 Ma
2.2C:  15.83 ± 0.40 Ma
3.1T:  16.33 ± 0.15 Ma
4.1T:  16.40 ± 0.41 Ma
5.1T:  15.42 ± 0.43 Ma
5.2C:  16.52 ± 0.57 Ma
6.1C:  16.20 ± 0.92 Ma
7.1T:  16.32 ± 0.36 Ma
8.1T:  15.78 ± 0.39 Ma
9.1T:  15.26 ± 0.24 Ma
10.1T:  15.69 ± 0.45 Ma
10.2C:  16.27 ± 0.53 Ma
11.1T:  15.63 ± 0.39 Ma
12.1R:  15.71 ± 0.47 Ma
13.1R:  15.50 ± 0.63 Ma
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Cathodoluminescence images of 05DSL24 zircons.  Ages are shown in Ma and are 
206Pb/238U.  Errors are 1 sigma.
 
14.1T:  15.27 ± 0.38 Ma
15.1T:  16.31 ± 0.39 Ma
16.1C:  16.44 ± 0.32 Ma
17.1R:  16.34 ± 0.31 Ma
18.1T:  15.87 ± 0.32 Ma
19.1T:  15.84 ± 0.31 Ma
20.1C:  16.98 ± 0.79 Ma
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Cathodoluminescence images of 06DSL02 zircons.  Ages are shown in Ma and are 
206Pb/238U.  Errors are 1 sigma.
 
1.1R:  16.03 ± 0.50 Ma
2.1R:  17.18 ± 0.43 Ma
2.2C:  17.05 ± 0.43 Ma
3.1R:  17.48 ± 0.43 Ma
4.1R:  15.96 ± 0.96 Ma
5.1R:  15.78 ± 0.48 Ma
5.2C:  17.49 ± 0.26 Ma
6.1R:  16.22 ± 0.39 Ma
6.2C:  17.59 ± 0.47 Ma
7.1R:  16.54 ± 0.35 Ma
8.1R:  17.30 ± 0.58 Ma
9.1R:  15.94 ± 0.49 Ma
10.1C:  16.84 ± 0.37 Ma
11.1T:  16.99 ± 0.51 Ma
12.1C:  17.38 ± 0.35 Ma
12.2R:  18.51 ± 0.47 Ma
13.1T:  17.79 ± 0.42 Ma
98
Cathodoluminescence images of 06DSL02 zircons.  Ages are shown in Ma and are 
206Pb/238U.  Errors are 1 sigma.
 
14.1T:  17.47 ± 0.48 Ma
99
3.1R
1.1R:  16.31 ± 0.41 Ma
2.1R:  15.18 ± 0.63 Ma
2.2C:  15.74 ± 0.78 Ma
3.1R:  16.80 ± 0.46 Ma
4.1IR:  14.71 ± 0.67 Ma
4.2C:  16.37 ± 0.69 Ma
4.3R:  16.25 ± 0.86 Ma
5.1IR:  15.87 ± 0.51 Ma
5.2C:  15.26 ± 0.78 Ma
6.1R:  16.14 ± 0.43 Ma
7.1C:  16.53 ± 0.84 Ma
8.1IR:  15.45 ± 0.73 Ma
8.2RT:  16.61 ± 0.78 Ma
9.1R:  16.48 ± 0.51 Ma
Cathodoluminescence images of 06DSL30 zircons.  Ages are shown in Ma and are 
206Pb/238U.  Errors are 1 sigma.
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10.1R:  17.29 ± 0.45 Ma
Continued.  Cathodoluminescence images of 06DSL30 zircons.  Ages are shown in 
Ma and are 206Pb/238U.  Errors are 1 sigma.
 
11.1R:  16.79 ± 0.55 Ma
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APPENDIX C: 
 
CATHODOLUMINESCENCE IMAGES OF LAM-ICPMS ZIRCONS FROM 
SEARCHLIGHT PLUTON 
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Cathodoluminescence images of 05DSL19 zircons with laser pits.
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Cathodoluminescence images of 05DSL19 zircons with laser pits.
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Cathodoluminescence images of 05DSL19 zircons with laser pits.
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APPENDIX D: 
 
FURTHER LAM-ICPMS DISCUSSION 
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APPENDIX D 
 
FURTHER LAM-ICPMS DISCUSSION 
 
 Stacey and Kramers (1975) specified that average crustal Pb has isotopic ratios of 
206Pb/204Pb=18.700 and 207Pb/204Pb=15.628.  This can be reduced to 206Pb/207Pb=1.19.  
This ratio combined with the present day 235U/238U ratio of 1/137.88, creates the slope 
(~.0086) of common 206Pb and 207Pb in concordia space.  High background counts of Pb 
(Yan Luo, personal communication) in the Ar carrier gas may have contributed to the 
common Pb.  Helium gas probably would have provided a cleaner background signal 
(Gunther and Heinrich, 1999). 
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